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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This report evaluates sites for a new seaplane base (SPB) to serve the community of Sitka 

through the 20-year forecast period and beyond. It documents existing conditions, forecasts 

future seaplane activity, determines seaplane facility requirements, and recommends a preferred 

seaplane facility site. It also establishes a purpose and need for the project that will serve as a 

guide for a future environmental assessment and detailed design investigations. 

This document updates and expands upon the "Sitka Seaplane Base Master Plan" that was 

prepared for the City and Borough of Sitka (CBS) in 2002 and a subsequent update in 2012. It is 

based upon existing data, findings from field visits, interviews with local officials and seaplane 

users, public meetings, and input from the Sitka Port and Harbors Commission and the Federal 

Aviation Administration (FAA). 

2.0 PURPOSE AND NEED 

The proposed SPB improvements are intended to address the existing seaplane base’s (FAA 

identifier A29) capacity, safety, and operational and condition deficiencies. Capacity concerns 

are evidenced by A29’s recent full occupancy, a waiting list of seaplane owners who had been 

waiting two years or more to rent a slip, and interviews of seaplane pilots and businesses wanting 

to use a public seaplane base in Sitka. Safety concerns include concentrations of seabirds in and 

around A29’s operating area, conflicts with boat traffic, lack of adequate taxi lane clearance 

between the SPB floats and neighboring Sitka Sound Seafoods (SSS) facility, and the submerged 

rock obstructions adjacent to the floats. Operational concerns include the lack of fueling facilities 

that requires seaplane operators to carry and dispense fuel from small containers, and inadequate 

vehicle parking. A29 is also unable to adequately serve commercial traffic because it lacks 

sufficient vehicle parking, on-site aircraft maintenance, a drive-down ramp to the floats, a 

passenger shelter, and equipment storage. A29 has been operating at its current site for 65 years 

and is at the end of its useful life. The timber floats are weathered, have lost their preservative 

treatment, and are losing their floatation capability. In January, 2016 the facility was temporarily 

closed because one pile supporting the transient float collapsed, damaging the transient float. A 

dive inspection showed significant pile section loss for another 3 piles. CBS expended 

approximately $165,000 to repair and reopen A29 in Fall 2016. The repairs included sleeving the 
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piles with larger diameter piles, structural float repairs, and additional floatation for the floats. 

The repairs restored all of the 8 existing seaplane slips and they are available for lease and 

transient use. 

3.0 INVENTORY 

A29 is owned by the CBS. In 2015, A29 was listed in the FAA 2011-2015 National Plan of 

Integrated Airport Systems (NPIAS) as a general aviation (GA) Unclassified Airport because of 

a reduction in the number of based aircraft using A29. CBS has requested that A29’s 

classification be upgraded to a higher NPIAS classification to increase its potential to receive 

FAA Airport Improvement Program Funding (see Appendix D). 

A29’s seaplane water operating area is located in Sitka Channel with an orientation of 

northwest/southeast between Baranof and Japonski Islands. The Alaska Supplement, a flight 

information publication issued by the FAA, lists the operating area as 4,000 feet long and 200 

feet wide. Shoreline facilities consist of a three-float structure oriented parallel to Sitka Channel 

that accommodates 8 seaplane slips. A small transient dock with space for approximately 3 

seaplanes was recently damaged when a support pile collapsed, and the transient dock was 

removed. Access to the floats from Katlian Street is provided by an elevated gangway and ramp. 

A screened gate on the walkway with a combination lock provides security. Parking space for 

two vehicles is available on Katlian Street. Electrical power is available on the floats, but there 

are no on-site fueling facilities, lease lots, storage areas, nor a seaplane take-out ramp. 
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Figure 1: Existing Sitka SPB Looking North 

The SPB is located between a storage building and dock on the north side and the SSS  

fish-processing facility to the south. The outfall from the processing facility is in the channel. 

Fish waste in the outfall attracts seagulls which congregate in the channel immediately adjacent 

to the SPB. Seagulls often roost on the SPB floats and on parked aircraft. The seabed is rocky 

with a shallow slope. The Harbormaster's Office reports that slip users prefer slips on the 

"outside" of the floats (i.e., on the channel side rather than the shore side of the float) because, 

during low tides, maneuvering room on the shore side of the floats is limited by exposed rocks. 
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Figure 2: Existing Sitka SPB (A29) 

(REMOVED 2016) 
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There are no public SPB facilities available in Sitka for the moorage of seaplanes in commercial 

use with straight (non-amphibious) floats. A 1996 CBS Ordinance 96-1366, Section 13.10.190 

Airplane Float, prohibited commercial use of the A29 except for picking up passengers, and only 

minor aircraft maintenance--work that can be accomplished in less than 24 hours--was allowed. 

This ordinance was superseded in 2005 by Ordinance 05-18, which allows commercial use of the 

SPB with the Harbormaster's approval (see Appendix C). Commercial operations have generally 

not been approved due to the space limitations of A29 and high demand for slips by non-

commercial operators. 

4.0 AVIATION FORECAST UPDATE 

This section updates the aviation forecast contained in the 2012 "Siting Analysis - Sitka Seaplane 

Base". The following analysis is consistent with the process recommended in FAA Advisory 

Circular 150/5067-6B, a supplemental FAA guidance document titled Forecasting Aviation 

Activity by Airport (2001), and Airport Aviation Activity Forecasting: A Synthesis of Airport 

Practice, published by the Transportation Research Board in 2007. 

Information considered for this update includes the forecasts from the 2002 "Sitka Seaplane Base 

Master Plan" and the 2012 “Siting Analysis – Sitka Seaplane Base” report, interviews with 

seaplane operators and CBS staff, an examination of local and regional economic and 

demographic trends, and comparisons with other local and regional aviation forecasts. A 

summary of these interviews can be found in Appendix B. Forecasts for low, medium, and high 

activity growth scenarios are shown in Section 4.6. 

4.1 Historical Aviation Data 

FAA Terminal Area Forecast (TAF): The FAA TAF contains estimates of historical aviation 

activity data and FAA's forecasts for airports receiving FAA and contract tower services. For 

non-towered facilities like A29, historical activity data is estimated by FAA staff from various 

sources, including information supplied by the airport owner. The TAF is often not accurate or 

up to date for small lower activity airports but, for many airports, it is the only airport use data 

that the FAA has. 
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As shown in the table below, the TAF shows operations at the seaplane base have remained 

steady over the past five years while based aircraft have declined. As discussed elsewhere, the 

recent decline in based aircraft is largely due to the poor condition and lack of amenities at the 

38-year-old facility. 

Table 1: FAA TAF for Sitka Seaplane Base 

  2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Based Aircraft 9 9 9 6 6 
Annual Aircraft Operations 4750 4750 4750 4750 4750 
Source: FAA Terminal Forecast for A29, 2016 
 

   
4.2 Previous Sitka SPB Forecasts 

Sitka Seaplane Base Master Plan: The 2002 "Sitka Seaplane Base Master Plan" noted that A29 

was used most heavily in the summer (June to September) and that two local commercial charter 

operators (Harris Aircraft Services and Air Sitka) used seaplanes, although neither based their 

operations from the CBS facility. In 2002, the existing 8 slips were fully leased and there were 7 

people on the waiting list. The master plan recommended a facility sized to accommodate a 

moderate growth scenario including commercial seaplane operations, with a short term (within 5 

years) need for 13 slips, and a long-term (20 years) need for 15 slips. Further, the plan 

recommended the identification of a site with the flexibility to accommodate 20 slips to allow for 

a potential greater increase in demand.   

Siting Analysis – Sitka Seaplane Base: The 2012 report forecasted growth in seaplane 

commercial activity based on a healthy local economy, particularly the fishery and tourism 

sectors, the existing seaplane base waiting list, and user interviews indicating unmet demand for 

private and commercial seaplane parking. In 2012, the existing 8 slips continued to be leased and 

there still was a waiting list. Users reported that a new facility in better condition, in a better 

location, with more amenities like parking and fuel, and with more seaplane parking would see 

significantly more use. The Siting Analysis recommended a location sized to accommodate 14 

parking positions for based aircraft and 3 to 5 transient positions through 2016, with the 

flexibility to accommodate an additional 5 slips for based aircraft in the long term. 
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4.3 Updated Sitka SPB Forecast Data 

Existing Based Aircraft: While three years ago all eight aircraft parking slips were occupied, by 

2015 based seaplanes had declined to six aircraft and in January, 2016 the facility was 

temporarily closed due to damage to the floats. Interviews with local pilots indicate that 

concerns about the condition of the facility and the potential for damage to based aircraft have 

been a concern for over 10 years, leading to decreased use of the facility. Pilots also suggest that 

additional seaplane operators would lease slips at A29 if additional capacity and services were 

available, and if operational issues with rocks, birds, and boat conflicts were addressed.  

Fleet Mix: Based on telephone interviews with regional commercial seaplane operators located 

within and outside Sitka and with local recreational GA seaplane operators, aircraft operating at 

A29 prior to its closure were primarily a mix of small single-engine aircraft such as the Cessna 

180/185/206 and the deHavilland DHC-2 Beaver. This agrees with the based aircraft assessments 

in the 2002 Master Plan and the 2012 Siting Study. During the site visits, anecdotal information 

was offered that in recent years fewer Beavers utilized the facility due to a loss of buoyancy on 

the SPB's floats that made it difficult to get these larger aircraft out of the water once in the slip. 

There was also support among local pilots for designing a facility to accommodate some 

commercial use by the deHavilland DHC-3 Otter. 

4.4 Updated Socioeconomic Data 

Sitka is the third largest community in Southeast Alaska. It enjoys one of the most diversified 

economies in Alaska, composed of commercial fishing and fish processing, health care, cruise 

ship and independent tourism, education, and government. Sitka has two hospitals (Sitka 

Community and Sitka SEARHC). State and federal government agencies, such as the United 

States Forest Service, maintain offices in Sitka. Coast Guard Air Station Sitka, located just west 

of the city center on Japonski Island, is manned by 20 officers and 100 enlisted personnel.  

The State-owned Sitka Rocky Gutierrez Airport (SIT) on Japonski Island has a 6,500-foot-long 

by 150-foot-wide paved and lighted runway. In addition to daily jet service, several scheduled air 

taxis, air charters, and helicopters routinely operate there. A seaplane takeout ramp for moving 

seaplanes from the water to land is available to facilitate maintenance and float-wheel 

changeovers. However, aircraft operators expressed reservations about using the takeout ramp 
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because of tidal constraints and because it required taxiing in the open ocean, and arranged 

escorts through the Aircraft Operating Area of SIT. One fixed base operator (Harris Air) with 

amphibious float-equipped aircraft (DHC-2 Beaver and Cessna 185) is located on the airport. 

Although not its primary use, the Harris Air Beaver is equipped to perform as an air ambulance. 

The CBS operates five small boat harbors with 1,325 boat stalls and the SPB and other marine 

facilities. There is a breakwater float adjacent to Thomsen Harbor that provides transient 

moorage space. Boat launch, haul-out, boat repairs, and other services are offered in Sitka. Some 

cruise ships anchor in Crescent Bay and lighter visitors to shore. However, a privately-owned 

deep draft dock was completed in 2010 and now receives the majority of cruise ships. The 

Alaska Marine Highway System (state ferry) has a docking facility. The ferry serves Sitka 

several times a week with a 6-hour run to Juneau by fast ferry and 12-hour run by regular ferry. 

Freight arrives primarily by barge and cargo plane. 

Table 2 shows the recent performance of several indicators of the health of Sitka’s economy. 

Table 2: Sitka Economic Indicators 2010-2014 

  2010 2014 
Change 
2010-14 

Population 8881 9061 2% 
Total Seafood Employment 421 648 54% 
Total Seafood Employment 
Earnings $15,943,670 $29,910,590 88% 
Other Maritime Wages $7,074,209 $14,000,979 98% 
Construction Employment 196 286 46% 
Construction Wages $12,620,024 $21,927,256 74% 
Total Visitor Industry 
Employment 530 670 26% 
Total Visitor Industry Wages $12,422,985 $18,283,024 47% 
Source: Rain Coast Data, 2015 

   
Seafood, construction, and the visitor industry are healthy and growing sectors of Sitka’s 

economy that depend on the aviation industry to move tourists, construction workers, fishermen, 

year-round residents, and freight to remote locations. Many of the remote locations are lodges, 

construction sites, fishing boats, canneries, and hatcheries that are only accessible by seaplanes 

or boats. 
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The Alaska Department of Commerce, Community, and Economic Development (DCCED) 

report Alaska Visitor Statistics Program VI, Interim Visitor Volume Report, Summer 2015 found 

that on a statewide basis, visitor volume was up by 7 percent in 2015 due to increases in air and 

cruise ship travel. Domestic airline passengers exiting Alaska through Sitka Rocky Gutierrez 

Airport increased by 16% between the 2014 and 2015 summer tourist seasons. Cruise ship 

passenger counts have increased every year since 2010 and are expected to top the 1 million 

mark statewide in 2016. The Alaska Travel Industry Association predicts tourism will continue 

to grow in 2016. According to Cruise Line Agencies of Alaska, the number of cruise ship 

passengers traveling through Sitka is expected to increase to about 158,000 in 2017, which 

represents a 76% increase in three years (Alaska Public Media, September 16, 2016). They also 

said that there are not enough seaplane operators in Sitka to serve the current demand for 

flightseeing. 

According to the Alaska Department of Labor (ADOL) Alaska Population Projections 2012 -

2042, Alaska's statewide population is projected to continue increasing, although as Alaska's 

population ages in the coming years, annual growth is expected to slow. This general growth 

trend is anticipated for all of Alaska's regions except Southeast. All of the boroughs/census areas 

of the Southeast Region are expected to experience net outmigration strong enough to limit any 

population growth. According to the ADOL 2012 to 2042 population forecast, the population of 

the CBS will experience a slight decline to 8,724 by 2032, although the report acknowledges that 

"users of this data should be aware that there is a high degree of uncertainty regarding the future 

of these area populations. Countless factors could sway many of these populations dramatically." 

According to the FAA, Sitka has the fourth largest number of general aviation aircraft and pilots 

in Southeast Alaska; only Juneau, Haines, and Ketchikan have more aircraft and pilots. In 2015 

Sitka had 54 planes and 49 certified pilots. Many of Sitka’s pilots are floatplane rated. 

Interviews with local pilots, business owners and staff at CBS and the SEARHC Hospital, 

indicate that throughout the year, traffic using A29 came from dozens of communities and lodges 

and a network of other SPBs on Baranof, Chichagof, and Catherine Islands. Communities served 

by seaplanes that are nearest to Sitka include Angoon, Pelican, Tenakee Springs, and Port 

Alexander. Other communities outside the immediate area are also served from Sitka. In all, 
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there are 41 registered seaplane bases in Southeast Alaska, most which receive some floatplane 

service from Sitka. Some are owned by the Alaska Department of Transportation and Public 

Facilities while others are owned by local governments, federal agencies, and a logging 

company. 

According to the Sitka Flight Service web site “There are 14 public use seaplane bases, in the 

Sitka flight plan area, not to mention the thousands of picturesque bays, coves, and lakes that are 

frequented by float plane pilots.”  

A list of SPBs within 100 miles of Sitka follows. Also shown are those seaplane bases that have 

air service from carriers receiving an Essential Air Services program subsidy. 

Table 3: Seaplane Bases Within 100 Miles of Sitka 

SPB Name NPIAS? 
Distance to 

Sitka 

Essential 
Air Service 
Subsidy? 

 
Angoon SPB NPIAS 43 

 
Yes 

Baranof Warm Springs SPB NPIAS 20  
Elfin Cove SPB NPIAS 88 Yes 
Excursion Inlet SPB NPIAS 95 Yes 
False Island SPB non-NPIAS 33  
Funter Bay SPB NPIAS 82 Yes 
Hawk Inlet SPB non-NPIAS 78  
Kake SPB non-NPIAS 53 Yes 
Pelican SPB NPIAS 70 Yes 
Port Alexander SPB NPIAS 63 Yes 
Port Armstrong SPB non-NPIAS 59  
Port Walter SPB non-NPIAS 54  
Saganaw Bay SPB non-NPIAS 46  
Taku Harbor SPB non-NPIAS 82  
Tenakee SPB NPIAS 50 Yes 

The listed facilities are located in small remote communities. While many of the communities in 

the northern part of Southeast Alaska have land runways and seaplane bases many more small 

communities in the southern part of Southeast Alaska only have seaplane bases. Within this sub-

regional network of airports, A29 has served as a hub facility offering access to hospitals, retail 

outlets, and a connection to the statewide aviation system through Sitka Rocky Gutierrez Airport. 
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In addition, A29 serves commercial and private seaplane aircraft that are transiting from the 

continental United States or Southeast Alaska to Southcentral and Western Alaska, particularly 

during the summer months. 

4.5 Forecast Methods 

While there are several techniques described in the FAA AC that are acceptable for forecasting 

aviation activity at a specific airport or seaplane facility, forecasts at larger busy airports use 

mathematical techniques such as regression or share analysis that rely heavily on a baseline of 

historical statistical data that is not available for A29. This analysis will consider local 

socioeconomic conditions and comparisons with other forecasts, with special emphasis given to 

interviews with regional and local seaplane operators. 

4.5.1 Comparisons With Other Local and Regional Aviation Forecasts 
Two aviation activity forecasts contain aviation forecast data for the Sitka area - the Southeast 

Region Aviation System Plan (ADOT&PF, 2008), and the FAA TAF 2010 Scenario (FAA, 2006). 

Neither provide an in-depth view of A29, but their findings have been considered.  These 

forecasts rely on historical activity data for the SPB to establish trends for the future. Since the 

capacity of the SPB has been constrained for many years by a lack of space and restrictions on 

commercial activities, historical data does not accurately reflect actual demand. 

Southeast Region Aviation System Plan: According to this 2008 Regional Plan, A29 is one of 

41 registered SPBs in Southeast Alaska and is likely one of the top five busiest in terms of 

operations. This includes both public and privately-owned facilities. There are a number of 

other unregistered seaplane landing areas in Southeast that receive charter and scheduled air 

service, including numerous lodges and logging and mining camps. The Regional Plan 

anticipated that, although scheduled aviation activity at Sitka Rocky Gutierrez Airport and 

other airports in the region was expected to be stagnant or show a slight decline in response to 

increased fuel prices, a lackluster regional economy, and population outmigration, activity at 

A29 was likely to increase by an unspecified amount as air taxi activity grows to take up some of 

the demand previously served by scheduled carriers. However, as mentioned in Section 4.4, 

more recent assessments of economic conditions, population growth, and aviation activity for the 

area are considerably more optimistic. For example, as noted in the DCCED report, rather than 
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decreasing, passenger traffic through the Sitka Rocky Gutierrez Airport increased by 16% 

between the 2014 and 2015. 

FAA TAF 2010 Scenario for A29: The 2015-2040 forecast developed by the TAF for A29 

shows no growth throughout the forecast period. Activity is estimated to level out at 4,750 

annual operations at the existing facility. 

These prior forecasts do not offer strong insights into future activity levels. These forecasts are 

dated and are heavily influenced by trends and assumptions established through historical 

performance. The regional economy has rebounded from lows experienced in 2007-2008. As 

shown in Section 4.4, the visitor, fisheries, and construction industries in particular are very 

strong and growing in Sitka, showing double digit growth over the last four years. According to 

the International Air Transport Association (IATA), the recent sharp drop in oil prices and 

robust demand for travel are expected to boost demand for air travel, with growth of 6.9 percent 

expected next year, the best since 2010 and well above the 5.5 percent trend of the past 20 years.    

Furthermore, historical usage for the A29 has been flat (no growth) because usage has been 

constrained by a lack of SPB facilities, lack of amenities like fuel and parking, and the poor 

condition and location of the SPB. In cases where usage trends have been influenced by supply 

constraints (i.e. a lack of, or a shortage of, SPB facilities) and condition constraints, the forecasts 

cannot be expected to accurately describe the activity (demand) that might occur if those supply 

and condition constraints did not exist. 

4.5.2 User Interviews 

In order to determine the level of demand for a new Sitka SPB, interviews were conducted with 

pilots operating seaplanes locally and in the Southeast Alaska Region. In January and February 

2016, 38 seaplane pilots and seaplane businesses were contacted to learn more about why the 

current facility was seeing declining use, whether seaplane operators would use a new facility, 

and to determine what amenities would be needed in a new seaplane base. While many of the 

pilots and businesses interviewed were located in Sitka, others were in Juneau and Ketchikan and 

at remote lodges in the region that depend on seaplane facilities to access Sitka. A copy of the 

interview results can be found in Appendix B. 
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The first question asked of those interviewed was, if a new seaplane base was built by 2020, 

would you use it? If so, what type of use and number of aircraft? Of the 38 pilots and businesses 

interviewed, 33 said they would use a new seaplane base in 2020, 1 said maybe, and 4 said they 

would not use the seaplane base. 

Of the 33 who said they would use the new seaplane base, 19 said they would base aircraft at the 

new seaplane base and 15 said they would operate on a transient basis. Some said they would 

operate both based and transient aircraft. Those who said they would base aircraft at the facility 

indicated that they would operate 25 - 30 aircraft at the new SPB. 25 of the 38 interviewed said 

they had previously used A29. The table below recaps the results of the interviews. 

Table 4: Sitka Seaplane Base Interviews Summary of 2020 Demand  

 Based Transient 
Commercial 4 9 
Commercial & Recreation 5 2 
Recreation 9 2 
Government 1 2 
Total 19 15 
Number of Aircraft 25 - 30 16 

Potential commercial users indicated that basing commercial aircraft at the SPB would be highly 

dependent on the extent to which amenities like vehicle parking, fuel, fresh water, and space for 

aircraft maintenance are provided. Only fresh water is currently available at A29. Aircraft 

maintenance and fueling is available at the nearby SIT, but the use of that facility requires 

operating with amphibious floats or landing in the open ocean. Ocean landings are only possible 

at limited times during favorable winds and tidal conditions. Floatplanes must also navigate a 

rocky area to access a seaplane haulout and arrange an escort by the Alaska DOT&PF to cross 

the SIT runway and access an aircraft parking apron. Commercial users indicate this unreliable 

and time-consuming access to SIT is not practical for commercial seaplane operations.     

A few commercial seaplane operators who currently operate at SIT with amphibious floats 

indicate that they would switch to straight floats and move their floatplane operations to the new 

Sitka seaplane base. The opportunity to switch to straight floats is attractive to commercial 

operators because aircraft fitted with heavy amphibious floats burn more fuel, are slower, and 
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can carry less payload than aircraft flying with straight floats. This is why over 75% of all private 

seaplanes in Alaska are on straight floats. The reduced takeoff performance with amphibious 

gear also prevents access to many lakes local pilots access from Sitka. Many of the smaller 

aircraft have such a small useful load on amphibious gear so as to make it impossible to carry an 

adult passenger with enough fuel for a typical flight.   

Most of those surveyed had used A29 in 2015 or sometime during the past 10 years. Former 

seaplane base users who left A29 reported that they: 

1. Bought amphibious floats and based their aircraft on the nearby Sitka Airport 

2. Moved their aircraft to Juneau or other less convenient seaplane bases outside of Sitka 

3. Operated with wheeled aircraft in Sitka 

4. Operated on a limited transient basis from the private seaplane float (which may not be 

available in the future as that property is for sale) 

5. Sold their floatplanes 

Most former A29 users and waitlisted slip applicants said they would use the new SPB if it was 

built. Some indicated they would convert from amphibious floats back to straight floats because 

of the higher costs of owning and operating amphibious aircraft. Former A29 users who moved 

their floatplanes to Juneau said they would move them back to Sitka, closer to where they live 

and fly. Several who are now operating on wheels or no longer own floatplanes said they would 

convert back to floats or buy a floatplane. Transient users, several who currently use the private 

seaplane dock, noted that the private dock was for sale and its future availability was uncertain.    

Not all potential seaplane base users were able to be contacted for this study. Other potential 

users who operate floatplanes in the region - government agencies such as the US Fish and 

Wildlife Service and Alaska State Troopers, some of the floatplane businesses and lodges in the 

region who were not contacted, and some private wheeled and floatplane owners in Sitka who 

were not available for interviews - would also likely be interested in basing floatplanes at a new 

seaplane facility or for transient use. 
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4.6 Sitka Seaplane-Based Aircraft Forecast 

Sitka’s seaplanes are very important to the social and economic fabric of this coastal region’s 

remote communities, lodges, recreation areas, hatcheries, and fishing fleets. Primary uses of 

seaplanes are for: 

• Community access to small outlying communities that depend on seaplane access to 

Sitka for medical services, shopping and to access the paved SIT. As noted above, many 

of these communities have subsidized Essential Air Service. 

• Government agencies such as the US Forest Service, US Fish and Wildlife Service, 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Alaska State Troopers, and the Civil Air Patrol 

require seaplanes to access remote communities and resources. Aircraft of these agencies 

generally operate or prefer to operate from straight floats (versus amphibious gear) 

because:   

1. many of their aircraft can only be configured with floats;  

2. they need the efficiency, performance, and payload capability of operating with 

straight floats;  

3. they need to reach remote locations only accessible by water; and  

4. seaplanes with straight floats operate better at low altitudes around terrain and 

meandering rivers and coastlines. These straight float aircraft must park on water at a 

float, preferably on a SPB with fuel available. 

- The US Forest Service has contract seaplanes in Sitka every summer. There 

currently is no seaplane float for them to dock that is designed for seaplanes of 

their size. They use a Forest Service boat float as an interim solution, but it is only 

available for seaplanes when there are no boats and it does not have aviation fuel. 

Their contractors would use a new Sitka SPB on a transient basis and/or a Sitka 

based contractor could base his seaplane at the new SPB instead of a Juneau 

contractor at a more distant and less efficient base 80 miles away in Juneau.  
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- The US Fish and Wildlife Service contractors fly biologists along Southeast 

Alaska coastal areas to conduct annual marine mammal surveys. They also use 

the Forest Service boat float when it’s available. Because there is no fuel they 

must adjust their operations and fly to Juneau or other locations for fuel. Like the 

Forest Service, their contractors would likely use the new Sitka SPB with 

transient and/or based aircraft, especially if fuel were available. 

- The Alaska Department of Fish and Game contractors have rented space at A29 

for over 2 decades. They must operate from straight floats (not amphibious gear) 

so that they can carry sufficient fuel for the distances flown and so they can fly at 

low altitudes to conduct stream surveys. They fly stream surveys 3 – 4 times per 

week during pink and chum salmon runs. Their findings are used to determine the 

number of fish that are reaching spawning areas, and consequently when fishing 

periods should be opened or closed. These fisheries could not be authorized 

without their fish surveys. 

- The Alaska State Troopers fly seaplanes with straight floats from Hoonah, 

covering a large geographic area. They would likely use a new Sitka SPB on a 

transient basis to refuel their aircraft instead of having to transport and reposition 

fuel into remote areas. 

- The Civil Air Patrol operates a straight De Havilland DHC-3 Beaver in Sitka 

from A29 when conducting search missions for downed aircraft. 

• Sitka’s large fishing industry (1,300 boat slips in Sitka) is supported by seaplanes that 

are used to spot fish, deliver employees and materials to remote marine locations, serve 

fish hatcheries, and provide emergency rescue. Aviation support for the fishing industry 

is vital to Sitka, because of fisheries’ large and growing importance to the Sitka economy.   

• Tourists accessing lodges or flightseeing, hunting, fishing, and hiking. Similar to fishing, 

tourism is a major growing employer in Sitka and visitor employment has grown by 26% 

over the last 4 years while wages have grown by 47% to over $18 million per year.   

• Medical evacuations and transport of medical personnel to remote communities and 

other marine locations. According to the Chief Flight Nurse for Mt. Edgecumbe Hospital, 
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approximately 40 seaplane medevac operations per year come to the hospital. Currently 

these are primarily handled by amphibious aircraft from the Sitka Airport but a new Sitka 

SPB would be more attractive for medivacs to communities like Angoon, Pelican, Port 

Alexander, and Elfin Cove that are only accessible by seaplanes. As noted earlier a 

seaplane operating with straight floats from a new Sitka SPB would be faster, more 

efficient, and less expensive compared to flying with amphibious gear from the Sitka 

Airport. 

• Regional aviation services are provided in Sitka for seaplanes that are transiting between 

the Lower 48 states and other seaplane hubs in Southeast Alaska, Anchorage, and Interior 

Alaska. Sitka’s geographical position and regional services makes it an attractive 

refueling and service hub for transiting seaplanes.  

• Recreational flying by private seaplane pilots, both local and from outside the region. 

Sitka resident pilots want to access the unique fresh and saltwater recreation areas that 

surround them. Sitka has the fourth largest number of general aviation aircraft and pilots 

in Southeast Alaska. 

Table 5 shows Low, Medium, and High growth forecasts for SPB activity for the 2016 – 2036 

planning period. The 12 based aircraft demand in 2016 reflects the 8 slips that were leased in 

2012, plus 4 seaplanes that were on a waiting list. This 2016 forecast is unconstrained by facility 

limitations and represents expected demand if there were enough parking spots at the existing SPB. This 

may underrepresent actual demand, since interviews with seaplane operators indicated that, due 

to the deteriorated condition of the nearly 40 year old facility, some had already moved 

operations from A29 or were otherwise disinclined to apply for the waiting list. A29 is also not 

well suited to the needs of commercial operations due to its small size and poor condition, lack 

of uplands for fuel facilities, maintenance and vehicle parking, and conflicts with adjacent land 

uses, boats and birds, etc. 

The Low Growth forecast assumes current demand remains relatively unchanged, only growing 

at the 1% forecasted rate of 2012-2042 statewide population growth. It does not consider the 

growth in SPB demand expressed by existing and potential users and others in the interviews. 
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The Medium and High forecasts are primarily based upon interviews of local residents, regional 

seaplane operators, cruise ship interests, and other stakeholders. The Medium forecast assumes 

that the low range of based aircraft demand expressed in the interviews is accomplished by the 

year 2036 when 25 seaplanes would be based at a new SPB. The High forecast assumes that the 

high range of based aircraft demand expressed in the interviews is accomplished by the year 

2036 when 30 seaplanes would be based at a new SPB. While the interviews indicated this level 

of based aircraft would be expected by 2020, this forecast takes a more conservative approach, 

and estimates that level of demand by 2036. 

In both the Medium and High forecasts it is assumed that growth would be greatest in the early 

years, after a new SPB is built with more amenities and seaplane parking. It also assumes some 

of the commercial use would take longer to implement than was expressed in the surveys due to 

the lead times required to start up new businesses, move assets (aircraft, maintenance equipment, 

etc.) from other markets, or to obtain financing to acquire aircraft and/or construct hangars, 

storage, or office facilities. 

Table 5: Low, Medium, and High Aircraft Activity Forecasts 
Aircraft 

Operations 
% Annual 
Growth 

2015  
(Base) 2016 2021 2026 2031 2036 

Low Forecast 1.00% 4,750 11,400 11,982 12,593 13,235 13,910 
Medium 
Forecast 

 
4,750 11,400 19,000 20,900 22,800 23,750 

High Forecast 
 

4,750 11,400 20,900 23,750 26,600 28,500 

        
Based Aircraft 

% Annual 
Growth 

2015 
(Base) 2016** 2021 2026 2031 2036 

Low Forecast 1.00% 5 12 13 13 14 15 
Medium 
Forecast 

 
5 12 20 22 24 25 

High Forecast 
 

5 12 22 25 28 30 
** 2016 forecast  assumes no constraints due to facility limitations and represents expected demand if there were enough parking 
spots at the existing SPB.  

The following is a discussion of factors that were considered that would influence seaplane base 

demand in either a positive way or negative way. 

Factors That Could Increase Seaplane Base Demand: 
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• As the State of Alaska reduces ferry service, primarily because of budget constraints, 

some existing ferry users may instead fly from SIT or the new seaplane base. 

• The oil price drop between 2014 and 2015 will moderate some in later years, but is still 

expected to be negative in terms of real (inflation-adjusted) dollars in the long term. Low 

fuel costs positively impact air carriers in the region, and the lower costs may result in 

decreased air fares, which would tend to increase the demand for air travel. In addition, as 

fuel costs in rural Alaska fall, more disposable income will be available to rural residents 

that can be used for travel.   

• The worldwide economy is improving, although slowly, but is still susceptible to shock 

and changes in direction. 

• Concerns about the safety of international destinations have increased travel to 

destinations like Alaska that are considered safer. 

• The ecotourism and outdoor recreation sector in Alaska has been growing. As the 

national economy improves, recreational trips increase. Air activity associated with 

ecotours, recreational fishing and hunting, and remote lodge and cabin visits increase. 

Cruise ship travel is increasing, and local representatives of the cruise ship industry 

indicate that the demand for flightseeing opportunities based in Sitka currently outstrips 

the ability of local operators to provide services. 

• As noted in Table 2, the fishing industry is strong and growing in its importance, creating 

disposable income for seaplane flying as well as creating demand for commercial flights 

to remote hatcheries, fishing boats, and processors. 

• Developing aviation technology is allowing flight in weather and light conditions that 

have in the past been marginal. 

• Government use of seaplanes for fisheries, wildlife management, forestry, law 

enforcement, and health care will likely continue and may expand in the future. 

• The extent to which the new SPB has facilities important to commercial SPB users: fresh 

water, electricity, vehicle parking, transient aircraft parking, aircraft maintenance, and a 

haul-out ramp, will greatly influence the amount of future demand by commercial users. 
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Factors That Could Decrease Seaplane Base Demand: 

• Continued tightness of the Federal and State government budgets may mean less funding 

and services flowing to rural areas. 

• Mineral exploration activity in Alaska will slow with lower metal prices. Some of that 

activity takes place in Southeast Alaska. 

• According to an annual survey of General Aviation (GA) and air taxi operators 

performed by the Federal Aviation Administration, the number of active GA and AT 

aircraft in Alaska has declined over time, as has the average number of hours flown by 

those aircraft. 

• Many of the aircraft used in Alaska for air taxi and GA operations are old, and no longer 

manufactured. Replacement aircraft are much more expensive, and parts for the older 

aircraft are getting scarce. This will increase the cost of operating GA and air taxi aircraft 

in the future. 

• The number of certified pilots in Alaska has declined in recent years. 

5.0 FACILITY REQUIREMENTS 

This section identifies a set of SPB requirements will meet anticipated demand during the 20-

year planning period. These requirements are based upon the planning criteria in FAA Advisory 

Circular AC 150/5395-1 "Seaplane Bases." These criteria can be grouped into the following 

three categories - each designed with a "Critical Aircraft" in mind: 

• Water Operating Area 

• Seaplane Docks 

• Landside Facilities 

To provide reasonable assurance that future needs can be accommodated without initially 

committing financial resources to a full build-out, it is recommended that a combination of the 

low and medium growth forecast be used, with initial construction of seaplane float slips for 14 

based seaplanes, 3 to 5 transient seaplanes on the float, and parking for 2 land-based seaplanes to 

be built by 2021. Much of this demand will depend on the ability to provide amenities needed by 
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commercial users. Float designs should allow for phased expansion, perhaps at 5-year intervals, 

as demand materializes and future needs can be more accurately assessed. The facility should be 

designed to allow for future expansion for up to 25 based aircraft over the 20 year planning 

period. 

Critical Aircraft: A Critical Aircraft, also known as the Design Aircraft, serves as the basis for 

project design. The Critical Aircraft is defined as the most demanding aircraft expected to use the 

facility on a regular basis, although smaller aircraft may also operate there. Although the largest 

commercial seaplane to use Sitka Channel in recent times was the deHavilland DHC-3 Single 

Otter, this currently occurs infrequently. The largest aircraft recently operating at the SPB is the 

deHavilland DHC-2 Beaver, although traffic more frequently consists of Cessna 206 (C-206) and 

185 (C-185) type aircraft. This project's Critical Aircraft is the DHC-2 Beaver, although the 

SPB's design should accommodate a mix of DHC-2, C-206, and C-185 type aircraft with the 

ability to handle several DHC-3 Single Otters by commercial users.  

 
Figure 3: deHavilland DHC-2 Beaver Dimensions 
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Water Operating Area: The water operating area consists of that part of the SPB used for 

landings, takeoffs, taxiing, and turning aircraft on the water. Approaches to and departures from 

the water operating area should be away from established shipping and boating lanes whenever 

possible. The approach and departure pathways should avoid populated areas and structures 

along the shore. Obstructions to air navigation should be removed or marked in accordance with 

FAA standards and procedures. 

The location of areas that attract birds should be noted and avoided when possible. According to 

AC 150/5200-33B Hazardous Wildlife Attractants On or Near Airports, the FAA recommends a 

separation distance of 5,000 feet between airports serving primarily piston-powered aircraft and 

hazardous wildlife attractants such as waste management or disposal facilities. 

Landing and takeoff areas should be located where water currents do not exceed 3.5 miles per 

hour. Water surface conditions should be moderately disturbed (i.e., not "glassy"), but areas 

where large swells exist should be avoided. Areas where floating debris could be encountered 

should also be avoided. 

A water operating area of at least 3,500 feet by 300 feet with 40:1 departure approaches is 

recommended for seaplane bases with limited commercial operations. For extensive commercial 

operations, a 5000 feet by 500 feet water operating area with a 40:1 approach is recommended. 

The water operating area should be oriented to maximize wind coverage. A depth of 6 feet is 

recommended, although a minimum depth of 3 feet is adequate for single-engine operations. A 

turning basin should be located at each end of the water operating area. A minimum of 50 feet 

should be provided between the side of the basin and the nearest obstruction.  

The 4,000-foot-by-200-foot water operating area described in FAA's Alaska Supplement for A29 

meets the length criteria but not the width criteria for seaplane bases with limited commercial 

operations. However, the water operating area must be used with due consideration of the boat 

traffic and wildlife hazards (seagulls) that also exist in the channel. 

A taxi channel providing direct access to the seaplane dock should be at least 125 feet wide, 

although 150 feet or more is desirable. A minimum of 50 feet should be provided between the 

side of the channel and the nearest object.  
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Seaplane Docks: A seaplane dock is required to allow transient seaplanes to be serviced, loaded, 

unloaded, and moored without removing the aircraft from the water and to allow based seaplanes 

to be removed from the water for long-term parking and storage, washing, and maintenance. The 

dimensions of the docks should be suitable for 13 Cessna 206 and Beaver sized seaplanes with 

wingspans up to 36 feet and 48 feet, respectively and 1 single Otter with a wingspan of 42 feet. 

Parked aircraft should have wingtip to wingtip separations of 10 feet. The slips should be 

designed with tilt ramps that allow the seaplane floats to be brought completely out of the 

water to reduce saltwater corrosion and facilitate wash-downs and inspections. 

A transient dock for 1 Single Otter aircraft and 4 Beavers should also be provided with a design 

length of 42 feet for the Otter, 30 feet for the Beaver plus 20 feet both fore and aft for each 

position where transient aircraft are to be moored parallel to the dock. 

Gangways should connect the dock to a pier or the shore. Gangways should be designed at least 

6 to 8 feet wide to enable baggage carts or other freight and equipment to pass. Single-lane 

vehicular or "drive-down" ramps should be 10 feet to 12 feet wide, but may be 18 feet wide if 

they incorporate a pedestrian walkway. Commercial users and some non-commercial users prefer 

vehicular gangways for 4 wheelers or preferably for trucks to facilitate the transfer of passengers, 

baggage, equipment, and freight. Handrails should be provided on both sides. A slope of 2.75:1 

is typical. If vehicular gangways are not practical, pedestrian gangways should be designed to 

satisfy requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act.  

Fresh water, electricity, lighting, and fueling should be included in the seaplane dock design. 

Landside Facilities: Commercial seaplane operators have indicated that on-site aircraft 

maintenance facilities would be needed if the facility is to serve commercial seaplane traffic, 

particularly for those businesses with more frequent operations and a frequent need for servicing 

aircraft. Hauling out seaplanes at the Sitka Airport is not dependable enough because it is located 

in unprotected ocean, is only available in certain tidal conditions, and it requires an escort by 

Sitka Airport staff to cross the Sitka Airport runway with a trailered seaplane. A haul-out ramp 

should be provided at the seaplane base to facilitate removal of seaplanes from the water to land 

for maintenance and storage, if site conditions allow. A service apron with space for tie downs 

and lease lots would require at least ½ acre to 2 acres. The availability of uplands for an apron 
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and tie-downs at the three alternative SPB sites under consideration is constrained by existing 

development or topographic challenges. Floating hangars are another less desirable option that 

could be considered. Parking of at least 2 based seaplanes on landside property is assumed, most 

likely for commercial use. 

Initial parking for 12 vehicles and long-term parking for up to 15 vehicles should be provided 

on the side of the access roadway or in a dedicated parking lot. A 9-foot-by-18.5-foot parking 

area should be provided for each vehicle. According to FAA design guidelines, the number of 

parking spaces required should be approximately equal to the number of peak hour passengers 

multiplied by 1.5. Estimating the number of peak hour passengers 20 years in the future for a 

facility that does not currently accommodate commercial seaplane operations is difficult. 

A fuel storage facility and a piped delivery system should be provided as well as the ability for a 

local vender to deliver fuel by truck. 

 
Figure 4: Floating Hangar - Petersburg 
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6.0 ALTERNATIVE SITES 

6.1 2002 Study 

As explained previously, the evaluation of sites builds upon the siting analyses presented in the 

"Sitka Seaplane Base Master Plan" (HDR, 2002). The 2002 plan evaluated twelve alternative 

sites for their ability to safety accommodate anticipated demand and resolve deficiencies at A29. 

The sites considered were: 

• Charcoal Island 

• Jamestown Bay 

• Sawmill Cove 

• Herring Cove 

• Starrigavan Bay 

• Thomsen Harbor/Turnaround area 

• Sitka Rocky Gutierrez Airport lagoon 

• Former Safe Harbor site next to Japonski Island 

• Work float site to Japonski Island 

• Site near Mount Edgecumbe High School on Japonski Island 

• Site west of Southeast Alaska Regional Health Consortium (SEARHC) on Japonski 

Island 

• A29 site in Sitka Channel 
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Figure 5: Previously Evaluated Sites 

Sites determined by that study to have fatal flaws were eliminated from further consideration. 

Although "fatal flaws" included characteristics that made the site unworkable from an 

environmental or capacity perspective, most sites were eliminated because they could not 

provide a safe operating or docking environment. 

Three sites were selected for further evaluation: 

• Former Safe Harbor site on Japonski Island 

• Site near Mount Edgecumbe High School on Japonski Island 

• Site west of SEARHC on Japonski Island 

Ultimately, the 2002 study recommended the site west of SEARHC on Japonski Island for 

further environmental and design investigations, citing several advantages over the other sites 

evaluated including the potential that the new site could result in decreased aircraft noise along 

the most heavily developed stretch of the channel. However, two concerns with this site were 

identified: a potential increase in aircraft noise and vehicular activity in the immediate area, and 
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it was not clear that access to the site through the United States Coast Guard property could be 

acquired. 

6.2 2012 Study 
The purpose of the 2012 study 

was to reevaluate three potential 

seaplane base sites and 

recommend a preferred site for 

more detailed design and 

environmental investigations. 

Sites evaluated during the 2002 

study were visited and key 

seaplane operators, staff from the 

CBS and FAA, the Sitka Port and Harbors Commission, and other individuals identified by CBS 

were interviewed. It was agreed that the previous study was justified in removing potential SPB 

sites outside the Sitka Channel from further consideration. The 2012 study focused on the re-

evaluation of three potential SPB sites in Sitka Channel, referred to here as: 

1. The Existing SPB site (A29) 

2. The Eliason Harbor Site 

3. The Japonski Island Site 

Conceptual layouts were developed for each site based upon the facility requirements identified 

in Section 5.0. For each of the three sites, the layout that best met the project's purpose and need 

was selected for a comparison evaluation against alternatives from the other sites. The objective 

of this comparison was to identify a preferred site as the basis for further more detailed analysis. 

It is anticipated that further refinements will be made to the conceptual layouts recommended for 

the site during the project's environmental and design phases. 

At each site, the goal of the conceptual layout was to provide the following features: 

• 12 vehicle parking spaces 

 
Figure 6: Re-evaluated Sites  
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• Fuel storage and distribution system 

• On-site aircraft maintenance capability 

• A drive-down ramp to the SPB floats 

• Electricity and potable water 

• Float slips for 14 based seaplanes and positions for 3 to 5 transient seaplanes 

• Safe access between the parking positions and the water operating area 

• Minimize environmental impacts 

• Accommodate future growth 

6.2.1 Existing Seaplane Base Site 

The existing SPB site, A29, is severely constrained by adjacent development, a fact which 

initially caused CBS to eliminate this site for new development. Due to interest in the site 

expressed by local pilots, a considerable effort was made to find a conceptual layout in this 

location that would address the project's purpose and need. Four layout alternatives (Layouts 1A 

through 1D) were developed and evaluated for this site. However, SSS provided a letter to CBS 

citing objections to the noise and traffic generated by A29 and any proposed expansion of the 

facility (Appendix B). 

Alternative Layout 1A: This alternative (Figure 7) was an attempt to meet the SPB requirements 

within the CBS-owned property footprint of A29. CBS property at A29 is limited, consisting of 

two vehicle parking spaces on Katlian Street and a 10-foot to 12-foot-wide corridor for the 

walkway leading from the street to the SPB floats. Because of the lack of upland property, the 

conceptual layout for this alternative does not include additional parking spaces, a fuel storage or 

distribution system, an on-site maintenance facility, or a drive-down ramp. Electricity and potable 

water is included. Because of the proximity of adjacent buildings and docks, only enough parking 

slips and positions for 10 based aircraft and two transients could be accommodated. Access to the 

slips nearest to the shore is constrained by a taxi lane that is only 68 feet wide nearest to the SSS 

plant, far below the FAA recommended 225-foot minimum This would reduce wingtip clearances 

for a taxiing Beaver to about 10 feet. This site is well protected from wind and wave action. 
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Dredging would be required to provide adequate depth for the floats and for maneuvering the 

seaplanes. Conflicts with the movement of large boats loading/offloading at the SSS plant would 

continue. The distance between A29 and the focus of seabird activity at the SSS outfall would be 

unchanged. This layout could not be easily expanded to accommodate future growth. This 

alternative is estimated to cost $4.6 million in 2012 dollars. Detailed cost estimates for each 

alternative can be found in Appendix A. 
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Figure 7: Alternative Layout 1A – Existing Site (A29) 
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Alternative Layout 1B: This alternative (Figure 8) would require the purchase of additional 

property at A29. The specific parcels acquired to provide 12 parking spaces, a fuel storage or 

distribution system, and a drive-down ramp could vary depending upon the SPB's final design 

and the availability of willing sellers. Figure 8 shows a building immediately north of the 

approach trestle as acquired to provide parking, fuel storage, and a drive-down ramp. 

Alternately, lots on the north side of Katlian Street could be acquired for parking and/or a lot on 

the south side of the Sitka Tribes of Alaska building could be acquired for fuel storage, parking, 

and a drive-down ramp. Electricity and potable water is included. Because of the proximity of 

adjacent buildings and docks, only enough parking slips and positions for 10 based aircraft and 2 

transients could be accommodated and facilities for on-site aircraft maintenance were not 

included. Access to the slips nearest to the shore is constrained by a taxi lane that is only 68 feet 

wide nearest to the SSS plant, far below the FAA recommended 225-foot minimum for safe 

maneuvering. This would reduce wingtip clearances for a taxiing Beaver to about 10 feet. This 

site is well protected from wind and wave action. Dredging would be required to provide 

adequate depth for the floats and for maneuvering the seaplanes. Conflicts with the movement of 

large boats loading/offloading at the SSS plant would continue. The distance between A29 and 

the focus of seabird activity at the SSS outfall would be unchanged and this layout could not be 

easily expanded to accommodate future growth. This alternative is estimated to cost $5.1 million 

in 2012 dollars. 
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Figure 8: Alternative Layout 1B – Existing Site (A29) 
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Alternative Layout 1C: This alternative (Figure 9) was developed in response to a request from 

local pilots who requested the evaluation of an H-shaped float layout. This alternative would 

require the purchase of additional property at A29. The specific parcels acquired to provide 12 

parking spaces, a fuel storage or distribution system, and a drive-down ramp could vary 

depending upon the SPB's final design and the availability of willing sellers. Figure 9 shows 

several possible acquisition scenarios. Electricity and potable water is included. Because of the 

proximity of adjacent buildings and docks, only enough parking slips and positions for 13 based 

aircraft and two transients could be accommodated and facilities for on-site aircraft maintenance 

were not included. Access to the slips nearest to SSS is constrained by a taxi lane that is 96 feet 

to 59 feet wide, far below the FAA recommended 225-foot minimum for safe maneuvering. 

This would reduce wingtip clearances for a taxiing Beaver to about 5 feet at the narrowest point. 

Access to the slips on the interior of the facility is via a taxi lane that is 84 feet wide, also far 

below the FAA recommended minimum. Such a taxi lane would provide a clearance of about 

18 feet between the wingtip of a taxiing Beaver and the tails of parked aircraft. This site is well 

protected from wind and wave action. Dredging would be required to provide adequate depth 

for the floats and for maneuvering the seaplanes. Conflicts with the movement of large boats 

loading/offloading at the SSS plant would increase and boat moorage on the north side of SSS 

may be severely restricted. The distance between A29 and the focus of seabird activity at the 

SSS outfall would be unchanged. This layout could not easily be expanded to accommodate 

future growth. Since it is doubtful that access to/from any of the slips could be accomplished in 

a consistently safe manner, and boat access to the SSS plant is restricted, a cost estimate was not 

developed for this alternative. 
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Figure 9: Alternative Layout 1C – Existing Site (A29) 
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Alternative Layout 1D: This alternative (Figure 10) was also developed in response to a request 

from local pilots who requested the evaluation of an H-shaped float layout. Alternative Layout 

1D is very similar to Alternative 1C. Alternative 1D would require the purchase of additional 

property at A29. The specific parcels acquired to provide 12 parking spaces, a fuel storage or 

distribution system, and a drive-down ramp could vary depending upon the SPB's final design 

and the availability of willing sellers. Figure 10 shows one possible acquisition scenario. 

Electricity and potable water is included. The interior taxi lane has been expanded to 150 feet to 

make the slips on the inside of the floats more accessible and increase the total number of slips 

for based aircraft to 14. Because of space constraints, facilities for on-site aircraft maintenance 

were not included. Access to the slips nearest to SSS is rendered impossible by a taxi lane that is 

31 feet wide at its widest, effectively reducing A29’s capacity to 9 based aircraft and two 

transients. Access to the slips on the interior of the facility is via a taxi lane that is 150 feet wide, 

still below the FAA recommended minimum but providing wingtip clearances for a Beaver of 

about 51 feet. This site is well protected from wind and wave action. Dredging would be required 

to provide adequate depth for the floats and for maneuvering the seaplanes. The distance 

between A29 and the focus of seabird activity at the SSS outfall would be unchanged. Boat 

access to the north side of the SSS facility would be eliminated. This layout could not be easily 

expanded to accommodate future growth. Since this alternative does not meet the project's 

capacity goal and eliminates boat access to part of the SSS plant, a cost estimate was not 

developed. 
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Figure 10: Alternative Layout 1D – Existing Site (A29) 
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Table 3 compares the four layouts at the A29 site. Although none of the four alternative layouts 

for A29 met all of the facilities' requirements, Alternative Layout 1B was carried forward to be 

compared to alternative layouts from the other two potential sites. 

Table 6: Comparison of Existing SPB Layout Alternatives 

Design Criteria 
Alternative  

1A 
Alternative  

1B 
Alternative  

1C 
Alternative  

1D 
12 parking spaces No Yes Yes Yes 
Fuel storage & distribution system No Yes Yes Yes 
On-site maintenance facility No No No No 
Drive-down ramp No Yes Yes Yes 
Electricity & potable water Yes Yes Yes Yes 
14 based aircraft slips, 3-5 transient 
positions No No No No 
Safe access/maneuvering to slips Poor Poor Unworkable Unworkable 
Protected from wind and waves Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Allows for future expansion No No No No 
Minimal environmental impacts  No No No No 

 

6.2.2 Eliason Harbor Alternative 

This alternative (Figure 12) was an attempt to meet the SPB requirements using CBS-owned 

property at Eliason Harbor. The conceptual layout for this site includes parking spaces, a fuel 

storage and distribution system, an on-site maintenance facility (two optional floating hangars), 

and a drive-down ramp. Electricity, a potable water distribution system, and seaplane parking 

slips and positions for 14 based aircraft and three transients are included. The floats are arranged 

in a linear fashion with seaplane parking positions on the east side to separate boat and seaplane 

traffic. Access to the slips is by a taxi lane that approximates the FAA recommended 225-foot 

minimum width. Extensive dredging would be required to provide adequate depth for the floats 

and for maneuvering the seaplanes. Some conflicts with the movement of boats moving to/from 

the harbor could be expected, but at a reduced level compared to the A29. Water discharging 

from Turnaround Creek could be expected to freeze and render this site at least partially 

unusable during some winter months. Protection from easterly winds would be somewhat less 

than that experienced at the A29 site. The distance between the SPB and the focus of seabird 

activity at the SSS outfall would be increased to approximately 3,000 feet. Aircraft-generated 
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noise from this facility may impact nearby structures. This layout is estimated to cost $13.2 

million in 2012 dollars without the floating aircraft maintenance hangars and $15.6 million in 

2012 dollars with the floating hangars. 

Note that the SPB floats shown in Figure 12 generally follow the alignment of the existing 

pilings that are positioned in the water just beyond the shoreline in Figure 11. Turnaround Creek 

is just outside the frame to the right. 

 
Figure 11: Eliason Harbor Site at Low Tide 
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Figure 12: Alternative Layout 2 – Eliason Harbor Site 
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6.2.3 Japonski Island Alternative 

Alternative Layout 3A: This alternative (Figure 13) was an attempt to meet the SPB requirements 

at a site at the north end of Seward Avenue on Japonski Island. The conceptual layout for this 

site includes 12 vehicle parking spaces, a fuel storage and distribution system, and a drive-down 

gangway. Although not shown in Figure 13, an on-site maintenance facility (an on-shore facility 

or two optional floating hangars) could be accommodated at this site. Electricity, a potable water 

distribution system, and 14 seaplane parking float slips, 5 transient float parking spots, and 

positions for 2 shore-based based aircraft are included. Depending on final property acquisition 

and design, a haul out ramp with lease lots could be provided. The floats are arranged to align all 

slips with the prevailing wind. This location is removed from areas of concentrated boat traffic 

and access to the slips is unrestricted. Dredging would not be required to provide adequate depth 

for the floats and for maneuvering the seaplanes. Protection from easterly winds would be 

somewhat less than that experienced at the A29 site and long period swells may penetrate the 

nearby breakwaters to reach the floats. The distance between the SPB and the focus of seabird 

activity at the SSS outfall would be increased to approximately 4,300 feet. Aircraft-generated 

noise from this facility may impact nearby structures, although a SPB at this location may also 

reduce noise in the channel by moving the water operating area further to the north. This layout 

is estimated to cost $9.3 million in 2012 dollars without the floating aircraft maintenance hangars 

and $11.7 million in 2012 dollars with floating hangars. 
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Figure 13: Alternative Layout 3A – Japonski Site 
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The SPB would be located on state-owned tidelands. Uplands owned by the State of Alaska 

Department of Education and Early Development would likely be required for the SPB at this 

location. Mount Edgecumbe High School provided two letters (Appendix B) expressing a lack of 

support for a SPB at this location, siting the agency's interest in using the property for other 

unspecified purposes in the future, possible impacts to nearby structures, increased vehicular 

traffic, and other concerns. That position has softened however, based on more recent 

discussions. 

While this specific location was used for the 2012 siting analysis, it is possible that another 

location along the adjacent 1000 feet of shoreline on Japonski Island could be more readily 

available and suitable or a combination of sites along this shoreline could be developed (see 

Figure 14). This entire 1000 feet of shoreline has similar siting conditions. 

 
Figure 14: Japonski Island Site and Operating Area 
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6.2.4 Evaluation of Alternative Layouts 

A set of evaluation criteria was developed to assist in the selection of a recommended alternative. 

The alternatives were given a rating for each criterion and the ratings were summed for an 

overall score. The summed scores were discussed during workshops with seaplane pilots and 

several other local residents and, where necessary, adjustments were made to reflect local 

knowledge and experience. 

The ratings or values assigned for each criterion were arrived at through a process of comparing 

the alternatives--a "beauty contest" so to speak --where the "best" alternative for a given criterion 

was given the highest rating, and the "worst" alternative the lowest rating. No weightings were 

used to assign greater importance to any of the criterion. 

The criteria used in evaluating alternatives are listed below, grouped by category: 

Facility Requirements 

• Wind protection: degree to which aircraft and SPB floats will be protected from wind 

• Wave protection: degree to which aircraft and SPB floats will be protected from waves 

• Icing: degree to which the site is exposed to icing in the winter 

• Capacity: degree to which the layout meets the initial capacity goal of 14 based seaplane 

slips and 3 to 5 transient positions. 

• Room for growth: degree to which the site could accommodate future growth in demand 

• Aircraft maneuvering room: degree to which aircraft have space to maneuver to/from 

parking spaces in less than ideal conditions (wind, waves, currents) 

• Taxi distance: distance between the SPB facility and designated water lane for takeoffs 

and landings 

• Vehicle parking: provides 12 vehicle parking spaces 

• Fueling facilities: provides storage space for fueling system 

• Drive-down ramp: provides drive-down ramp to facilitate movement of passengers and 

equipment to the aircraft parking positions by car, truck, or van 
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• On-site aircraft maintenance: provides option to locate floating or onshore aircraft 

maintenance facilities 

Safety Concerns 

• Wildlife hazards: Degree to which the site is protected from wildlife hazards (mainly 

birds) 

• Potential conflicts with boat traffic: degree to which taxiing aircraft may encounter boat 

traffic 

Environmental Concerns 

• Dredging or rock removal: degree to which dredging/rock removal is required 

• Adjacent land uses: degree to which SPB operation is consistent with adjacent land uses 

Cost and Feasibility Concerns 

• Capital cost 

• Property acquisition: degree to which property must be acquired to construct the SPB 

• Operating and maintenance cost: how much it may cost to operate and maintain the 

facility 

• Revenue generating potential: degree to which the facility can be expected to generate 

revenue to cover its operating and maintenance costs 

Each alternative was rated on these criteria. The results of this evaluation, summed by criteria 

category, follow in Table 7. 
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Table 7: Sitka Seaplane Base Siting Study and Conceptual Design  
Draft Evaluation Criteria 

Scoring Range 1 - 3 (worst - best); 0 = non-responsive  
Unweighted criteria 

Notes SPB Site Selection Criteria 
Alternatives 

Eliason  
Harbor 

Japonski  
Island 

Existing  
SPB ALT 1B 

  Facility Requirements 
1 Wind protection 2 1 3 
2 Wave protection 2 1 3 
3 Icing 1 3 3 
4 Capacity 3 3 1 
5 Accommodate future growth 2 3 0 
6 Aircraft maneuvering room 2 3 1 
7 Taxi distance to takeoff area 3 3 2 
8 Vehicle parking 3 3 3 
9 Fueling facilities 3 3 3 

10 Drive-down ramp to floats 3 3 1 
11 On-site aircraft maintenance 3 3 0 

  Category Score Total 27 29 20 
  Category Rank 2nd Best Best 3rd Best 
  Safety Concerns 

12 Wildlife hazards 2 3 1 
13 Potential conflicts with boat traffic 1 3 1 

  Category Score Total 3 6 2 
  Category Rank 2nd Best Best 3rd Best 
  Environmental Concerns 

14 Dredging and/or rock removal 1 3 2 
15 Adjacent land uses 1 1 1 

  Category Score Total 2 4 3 
  Category Rank 3rd Best Best 2nd Best 
  Cost and Feasibility Concerns 

16 Property acquisition 3 1 1 
17 Capital cost 1 2 3 
18 Operating and maintenance cost 1 2 3 
19 Revenue generation potential 3 3 1 

  Category Score Total 8 8 8 
  Category Rank Tie Tie Tie 
  Cumulative Scores 40 47 33 
  Overall Rankin 2nd Best Best 3rd Best 
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Table 8: Explanatory Notes for Table 7 
 
Note  Description 

1 
Japonski is exposed to southeast winds in summer and east winds in winter. Eliason is 
exposed to east winds in winter. Existing SPB sites are sheltered by adjacent development. 

2 
Japonski is partially exposed to swells due to the gap in the breakwater and to chop from the 
east and south. Eliason has less exposure to long period waves. Existing SPB receives some 
chop from the south. 

3 Icing occurs seasonally at the outfall of Turnaround Creek close to the site of the proposed 
 

4 
The capacity objective is 12 to 14 slips for based aircraft and 3 to 5 positions available for 
transient aircraft. The Eliason and Japonski sites meet this objective. At the existing SPB 
site, 1B provides slips for 10 based aircraft and 2 transients. 

5 

The ability of the existing SPB alternative to be expanded is constrained by adjacent 
development. Eliason can be extended in a linear configuration, but the long narrow pier 
may create logistical problems for users, require more dredging, and may increase boat 
conflicts. Japonski can be expanded in various configurations. 

6 
Japonski is open with minimal boat traffic; Eliason is near boat harbor; Existing SPB taxi lanes 
do not meet FAA guidelines and conflict with the SSS plant. 

7 
Measured from the site to the north end of the designated water lane in Sitka 
Channel. Eliason = .8 mile; Japonski = .4 mile; Existing SPB Alternatives = .5 

 8 All sites can accommodate 12 vehicle parking spaces. 
9 All sites can accommodate fuel storage and distribution systems. 

10 Existing SPB Alt 1B may not provide a drive-down ramp because of space constraints. 

11 Existing SPB Alt 1B does not provide floating hangars or upland facilities because of 
space constraints. 

12 

The main wildlife hazard consists of birds attracted by the outfall from fish processing plants 
just south of the existing SPB. Although it is anticipated that this will diminish within the next 

 years because of stricter EPA/ADEC permitting requirements, a lower level of bird 
activity associated with the fish processing facilities may remain. Eliason is 3,000 feet 
from the fish processing plants, Japonski about 4,300 feet, and the existing SPB 
alternatives about 350 feet away. 

13 Eliason is immediately adjacent to Eliason Harbor. Existing SPB site is in a busy area of 
the Sitka Channel. Japonski is away from most boat traffic. 

14 
Japonski does not require dredging or rock removal. Eliason requires significant dredging 
and rock removal at the outfall of Indian Creek. Alt 1B requires limited rock removal and 
some dredging. 

15 

Land use at Eliason harbor is C-1 (Commercial), Japonski is P (Public Lands District), existing 
SPB is W (Waterfront District). SPB is a permitted use in W and conditional use in P and C-1, 
but there are conflicts with the seafood plant and other users. R (Residential) land uses are less 
than .5 mile from Eliason and the existing SPB sites. Mount Edgecumbe High School and 

          16 Eliason does not require the acquisition of additional property - site is owned by CBS. 

17 Eliason = $13.2 to $15.6 million; Japonski = $9.3 to $11.7 million; Existing SPB Alt 1B = 
$5.1 million 

18 Eliason = $8,868/year; Japonski = $4,836/year; Existing SPB Alt 113 = $2,820/year 
19 Revenue estimate based entirely on number of seaplane slips. 
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7.0 RECOMMENDED SITE 

Based upon the analysis described in this report and input received from local officials, residents 

and pilots, this study recommends a site on Japonski Island be carried forward for further site 

analysis, discussions with property owners, environmental investigations, and design. None of 

the alternative sites studied in this or the 2002 or 2012 studies are perfectly suited for the 

development of a seaplane base. Topography and existing development limit the choices 

available. However, of all the potential sites evaluated, a Japonski site has the most positive 

attributes and least negative attributes. 

Although the construction of a new SPB at the existing site would be less expensive than at the 

other two sites because it would be smaller, a SPB at this site could not be designed to meet the 

project's capacity goal for based aircraft and positions, provide on-site maintenance facilities, and 

safe access to/from the slips from the water operating area. Commercial operations at this site 

would likely be limited. Existing adjacent development would make right-of-way acquisition for 

vehicle parking, fuel storage, and a drive-down ramp very difficult and expensive. This site also 

could not accommodate future growth. An expanded SPB at the existing site would increase boat 

conflicts, particularly with boat traffic to SSS. SSS has also objected to the continued operation or 

expansion of the existing SPB. 

The Eliason Harbor site would be the most expensive to develop. Extensive dredging required 

for the project would result in impacts to a sensitive near-shore tidal area and would very likely 

not make it through the permitting process. This site could accommodate the project's initial 

capacity goal, on-site maintenance facilities could be provided, and a taxi lane of adequate width 

would safe access to/from the slips from the water operating area. However, future expansion of 

the facility would create logistical challenges for users. Although the floats could be designed to 

segregate boat and seaplane traffic, occasional boat/seaplane conflicts at the northern entrance to 

the SPB could be expected. This site is away from the concentration of seabirds near the fish 

processing plants, but freezing fresh water from nearby Turnaround Creek would make the 

facility unusable during some winter months. Aircraft-generated noise could adversely impact 

nearby residences and businesses. 
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A Japonski Island site has a mid-range cost, can meet the project's capacity goal, can 

accommodate on-site maintenance, and can easily be expanded in the future to accommodate 

growth. Access between the slips and the water operating area is open water free of obstructions. 

The site is removed from most boat traffic and away from the concentration of seabirds near the 

fish processing plants. 

Property may have to be acquired from the State of Alaska Department of Education and Early 

Development or others. Aircraft-generated noise from the SPB may increase for nearby 

residences and businesses, but it may also reduce noise in the Channel overall by moving the 

water operating area further to the north. This site was preferred by local seaplane pilots. 

It is anticipated that this project would be eligible for environmental, design, and construction 

funding through the FAA's Airport Improvement Program (AIP). AIP funding would pay 

93.75% of eligible project costs. The CBS would be expected to provide the remainder. Based 

upon the preliminary cost estimate of $11,700,000 in 2012 dollars for the Japonski Island 

Alternative with floating hangars, funding for the project would be as follows: 

Table 9: Cost 

Cost Source 

$10,968,750 FAA AIP  

$731,250 CBS 

$11,700,000  

The Japonski Island Alternative final layout, property requirements and costs presented in this 

report will be further refined during the project's design and environmental phases. 

8.0 PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT 

Appendix B contains a summary of public involvement efforts conducted during the preparation 

of this report, including personal and telephone interviews, correspondence, and meetings with 

user groups, the general public, and the CBS Port and Harbor Commission. On April 17, 2012, 
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the Port and Harbor Commission issued a memorandum supporting the Japonski Island 

Alternative for further study. 

9.0 ECONOMIC IMPACT OF A NEW SEAPLANE FACILITY AT SITKA 

Economic impacts of the new expanded seaplane facility were estimated under a separate report 

“Economic Impact of a New Public Seaplane Facility at Sitka” in July, 2016, found in Appendix 

E.  The study interviewed Sitka’s commercial flying community and agencies and businesses 

that depend on them, regional air carriers, lodges, government agencies, and other businesses not 

based in Sitka that use seaplane transportation to and from Sitka.  The study considered the 

economic importance of the existing seaplane base and the additional benefits expected from an 

new expanded facility.  The study estimates how much of the benefits stay in Sitka versus how 

much ends up outside the local Sitka economy. 

The study first estimated the economic impacts of the first year of development and operations, 

which are expected to be heightened by the benefits from expected initial private investment at 

the new seaplane base. 

First Year Benefits of a New Public Seaplane Base 

• Total Earnings by Sitka Businesses - $1,606,444 in total direct impacts and multiplier 

affects (indirect and induced impacts) from Sitka-based aviation businesses and visitor 

spending.  Just 39.3% of that money stays in Sitka. 

• Earnings Staying in Sitka - $631,788 in business revenue (direct and multiplier 

impacts) from Sitka seaplane activity is spent in Sitka.  This includes: 

- $397,675 in wages and salaries paid and proprietors’ income; 

- $123,147 in rents, royalties and dividends paid  (mostly to private industry);  

- $110,966 in local fees and taxes paid (mostly to government); and 

- 10.9 full-time-equivalent jobs created in Sitka. 

The study estimated the economic benefits of the following years after the initial construction is 

completed.  
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Recurring Annual Economic Impacts of a New Public Seaplane Base 

• Total Earnings by Sitka Businesses - $815,755 in total direct impacts and multiplier 

affects (indirect and induced impacts) from Sitka-based aviation businesses and visitor 

spending.   Just 44.6% of that money stays in Sitka. 

• Earnings Staying in Sitka - $364,159 in business revenue (direct and multiplier 

impacts) from Sitka seaplane activity is spent in Sitka.  This includes: 

- $235,071 in wages and salaries paid and proprietors’ income; 

- $72,025 in rents, royalties and dividends paid  (mostly to private industry);  

- $57,063 in local fees and taxes paid (mostly to government); and 

- 5.8 full-time-equivalent jobs created in Sitka. 

The dollar value of impacts presented in the study should be considered conservative, and a 

minimum expected impact, as it does not address some benefits that could not be quantified, 

namely: 

• Construction of a new facility.   

• Maintenance and operation of a new facility.   

• Impacts to air carriers not based in Sitka from seaplane aviation activity in Sitka.   

• Spending in Sitka by GA seaplane operators for non-aviation goods and services.   

• Spending in Sitka by air carriers not based in Sitka for non-aviation goods and services.  

• Spending in Sitka by lodges using seaplanes at Sitka for non-aviation goods and services.   

• Possible lower seat fares and freight costs for seaplane transportation throughout the 

region.   

• Sales taxes from seaplane-related activity and spending by visitors using seaplanes in 

Sitka. 

• Impacts from the repurposed use of the site.   
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• Possible increases in business investment and earnings in Sitka as seaplane activity grows 

several years after the facility is built.   

The study also recaps “qualitative” statements from seaplane operators about the economic 

importance of a new Sitka Seaplane Base. 
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SITKA SEAPLANE BASE
PRELIMINARY COST SUMMARY FOR ALTERNATIVES 1A, 1B,  2, AND 3

1 of 1

ALT 1A ALT 1B ALT 2 ALT 3
Existing Site Existing Site Eliason Site Japonski Site

(w/out landside 
property acquisition)

(w/landside            
property acquisition)

Landside Costs $0 $164,920 $164,920 $217,840
Waterside Costs $4,569,110 $4,569,110 $11,706,923 $8,798,010

Property Acquisition $0 $296,856 $55,944 $323,316
Mitigation $80,000 $80,000 $1,340,000 $0

TOTAL $4,649,110 $5,110,886 $13,267,787 $9,339,166
Optional (Float Plane Maintenance Area) $0 $0 $2,340,000 $2,340,000

TOTAL + Optional $4,649,110 $5,110,886 $15,607,787 $11,679,166
 

   

NOTE:  

1. Design, environmental, relocation, and construction adminstration costs are not included in this estimate.

Q:\23\60581\Airport Planning\Task 4 SPB Siting Study Report\60581 Sitka SPB Estimate.xlsx



SITKA SEAPLANE BASE
Cost Estimate ‐ Alternative 1A ‐ (Existing Site w/out Property Acquisition)

1 of 1

Existing Site ‐ Alt 1A (w/out Property Acquisition)
Pay Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Amount

Landside Costs
1. LS 0 $0 $0

Subtotal: $0
(30%) Contingency: $0

  (10%) Mob & Demob: $0
Landside Costs Total: $0

Waterside Costs
1. Mobilization LS 1 $300,000 $300,000
2. Demo Existing Float System LS 1 $150,000 $150,000
3. Dredging (rock removal) LS 1 $50,000 $50,000
4. Trestle SF 1,200 $200 $240,000
5. Gangway 6' wide SF 480 $150 $72,000
6. Floats (includes piling) SF 16,500 $135 $2,227,500
7. Piling socket 24‐Inch EA 15 $15,000 $225,000
8. Water System LS 1 $40,200 $40,200
9. Fuel System LS 1 $50,000 $50,000
10. Lighting & Electrical System LS 1 $100,000 $100,000
11. Cathodic Protection System LS 1 $60,000 $60,000

Subtotal: $3,514,700
(30%) Contingency: $1,054,410

Waterside Costs Total: $4,569,110
 

Property Acquisition: $0
Mitigation: $80,000

ALT 1A TOTAL: $4,649,110

XX. Optional (Float Plane Maintenance Area) LS 0 $0 $0
(30%) Contingency: $0

Optional Total: $0

ALT 1A TOTAL + Optional: $4,649,110

NOTE:
1. Design, environmental, relocation, and construction adminstration costs are not included in this estimate.

Q:\23\60581\Airport Planning\Task 4 SPB Siting Study Report\60581 Sitka SPB Estimate.xlsx



SITKA SEAPLANE BASE
Cost Estimate ‐ Alternative 1B ‐ (Existing Site w/Property Acquisition)

1 of 1

Existing Site ‐ Alt 1B (w/Property Acquisition)
Pay Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Amount

Landside Costs
1. Vehicle Parking LS 1 $117,800 $117,800

     Parking Lot (14 spaces + AST area) SF 10,600

SF 10,600

    Construction SY 1,178 $100

Property Acquisition (moved to summary sheet) LS  

Subtotal: $117,800
(30%) Contingency: $35,340

  (10%) Mob & Demob: $11,780
Landside Costs Total: $164,920

Waterside Costs
1. Mobilization LS 1 $300,000 $300,000
2. Demo Existing Float System LS 1 $150,000 $150,000
3. Dredging (rock removal) LS 1 $50,000 $50,000
4. Trestle SF 1,200 $200 $240,000
5. Gangway 6' wide SF 480 $150 $72,000
6. Floats (includes piling) SF 16,500 $135 $2,227,500
7. Piling socket 24‐Inch EA 15 $15,000 $225,000
8. Water System LS 1 $40,200 $40,200
9. Fuel System LS 1 $50,000 $50,000
10. Lighting & Electrical System LS 1 $100,000 $100,000
11. Cathodic Protection System LS 1 $60,000 $60,000

Subtotal: $3,514,700
(30%) Contingency: $1,054,410

Waterside Costs Total: $4,569,110
 

Property Acquisition: $296,856
Mitigation: $80,000

ALT 1B TOTAL: $5,110,886

XX. Optional (Float Plane Maintenance Area) LS 0 $0 $0
(30%) Contingency: $0

Optional Total: $0

ALT 1B TOTAL + Optional: $5,110,886

NOTE:
1. Design, environmental, relocation, and construction adminstration costs are not included in this estimate.

Q:\23\60581\Airport Planning\Task 4 SPB Siting Study Report\60581 Sitka SPB Estimate.xlsx



SITKA SEAPLANE BASE
Cost Estimate ‐ Alternative 2 ‐ Eliason Site (w/Property Acquisition)

1 of 1

Eliason Site ‐ (w/Property Acquisition)
Pay Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Amount

Landside Costs
1. Vehicle Parking LS 1 $117,800 $117,800

Parking Lot (14 spaces + AST area) SF 10,600

SF 10,600

    Construction SY 1,178 $100

Property Acquisition (moved to summary sheet) LS  

Subtotal: $117,800
(30%) Contingency: $35,340

  (10%) Mob & Demob: $11,780
Landside Costs Total: $164,920

Waterside Costs
1. Mobilization LS 1 $300,000 $300,000
3. Dredging CY 10,000 $40 $400,000
3. Trestle SF 4,200 $200 $840,000
4. Gangway 18.5' wide SF 2,775 $300 $832,500
5. Floats Transient SF 14,400 $225 $3,240,000
6. Floats (including piling) SF 23,197 $125 $2,899,625
7. Piling socket 24‐Inch EA 30 $7,500 $225,000
8. Water System LS 1 $58,200 $58,200
9. Fuel System LS 1 $50,000 $50,000
10. Lighting & Electrical System LS 1 $100,000 $100,000
11. Cathodic Protection System LS 1 $60,000 $60,000

Subtotal: $9,005,325
(30%) Contingency: $2,701,598

Waterside Costs Total: $11,706,923
 

Property Acquisition: $55,944
Mitigation: $1,340,000

ALT 2 TOTAL: $13,267,787

XX. Optional (Float Plane Maintenance Area) LS 2 $900,000 $1,800,000
(30%) Contingency: $540,000

Optional Total: $2,340,000

ALT 2 TOTAL + Optional: $15,607,787

NOTE:
1. Design, environmental, relocation, and construction adminstration costs are not included in this estimate.
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SITKA SEAPLANE BASE
Cost Estimate ‐ Alternative 3 ‐ Japonski Site (w/Property Acquisition)

1 of 1

Japonski Site ‐ (w/Property Acquisition)
Pay Unit Quantity Unit Price Total Amount

Landside Costs
1. Vehicle Parking LS 1 $117,800 $117,800

Parking Lot (14 spaces + AST area) SF 10,600
SF 10,600

    Construction SY 1,178 $100
Property Acquisition (moved to summary sheet) LS  

2. Access Road LS 1 $37,800 $37,800
Seward Avenue Access Road Tie‐in LF 200

Construction‐access road LF 200 $189
Property Acquisition SY  

Subtotal: $155,600
(30%) Contingency: $46,680

  (10%) Mob & Demob: $15,560
Landside Costs Total: $217,840

Waterside Costs
1. Mobilization LS 1 $300,000 $300,000
2. Site Preparation LS 1 $25,000 $25,000
3. Trestle SF 2,400 $200 $480,000
4. Gangway 18.5' wide SF 2,775 $300 $832,500
5. Floats Transient  SF 10,400 $225 $2,340,000
6. Floats, Type A (including piling) SF 18,064 $125 $2,258,000
7. Piling socket 24‐Inch EA 16 $15,000 $240,000
8. Water System LS 1 $82,200 $82,200
9. Fuel System LS 1 $50,000 $50,000
10. Lighting & Electrical System LS 1 $100,000 $100,000
11. Cathodic Protection System LS 1 $60,000 $60,000

Subtotal: $6,767,700
(30%) Contingency: $2,030,310

Waterside Costs Total: $8,798,010
 

Property Acquisition: $323,316
Mitigation: $0

ALT 3 TOTAL: $9,339,166

XX. Optional (Float Plane Maintenance Area) LS 2 $900,000 $1,800,000
(30%) Contingency: $540,000

Optional Total: $2,340,000

ALT 3 TOTAL + Optional: $11,679,166

NOTE:
1. Design, environmental, relocation, and construction adminstration costs are not included in this estimate.
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Sitka SPB Interviews Results – February, 2016 

• 38 pilots and companies interviewed 

• 24 have used the existing Sitka Seaplane Base 

Demand 

• 33 of the 38 interviewed indicated they would use the new SPB if built by 2020; 1 maybe; 4 no 

• 19 users said they would base aircraft at the new SPB 

• 15 users said they would use the new SPB on a transient basis 

• Pilots and companies interviewed would base 25 - 30 aircraft at the new SPB or would operate 

16 aircraft on a transient basis 

 Based Transient 

Commercial 4 9 

Commercial & Recreation 5 2 

Recreation 9 2 

Government 1 2 

Total 19 15 

Number of Aircraft 25- 30 16 

 

Amenities 

• Nearly all prefer tilt ramp 

• Nearly all want fresh water on floats 

• About half want electricity, others felt it was optional 

• Most want overhead lighting 

• Most prefer vehicle access to the float, though some think its optional or that 4 wheeler access 

is more affordable 

• All want transient parking 

• Nearly all want on-land vehicle parking 

• Nearly all felt that fuel delivered from a hose on the dock is critical; some preference for an on-

land tank but many supported either an on-land tank or truck delivery 

• Mixed opinions on need for an on-land office.  Many supported it being built by a commercial 

user, if needed. 

• Mixed opinions on the need for an on-land or floating hangar.  Some concerns about costs and 

extent of use.   Ability to use existing hangars on Sitka Airport. 

• Other amenities included toilet, bird control, storage area, security, waiting room, loading dock, 

pull out ramp, scale, winter aircraft storage, protected water, freight staging area, and facilities 

to support commercial operations 

• General support for Cessna 180/185/206 for most parking with some Beaver and turbine Otter 

parking for commercial use. 
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Sitka Seaplane Base Interviews - Verbal Pilot Comments 

 

There is no other public seaplane base in Sitka.   Without a public seaplane base, we will not have 

floatplane operations in Sitka, except by expensive amphibious aircraft.  Not everyone can afford 

amphibious aircraft.   If we don’t build a public seaplane base, floatplanes will go away altogether.   

Floatplanes are a part of our economy.  If the boat harbor fell apart, would we send the boats away? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Having a Sitka SPB is crucial to the health of this part of SE AK.   Seaplanes are a traditional mode of 

transportation across the region.   The use of the current SPB does not show a realistic view of demand, 

given its current condition and lack of fuel.   A new seaplane base could be used year-round. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

If you build a new, nice, large facility, many more planes will show up.  A similar situation occurred in 

Kodiak.  There were 4-6 planes based at the old facility, after the new facility was built at Trident Basin, 

we have seen 12-14 planes based there. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Please consider the existing site with reconfiguration as already submitted.  It consisted of two wings 

oriented perpendicular to the channel with room for 3 planes apiece.  A small dock on the first wing.   

We have a private dock that serves a lot of transient aircraft.  This may not be available in the future.  

This is where much of the traffic has gone since the existing facility has fallen into disrepair.  

Adding a hangar and using it with the University and SEARHC as a vocational program for training 

mechanics would be ideal. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The existing facility drove the airplanes away.  It is a shame.  There is a demand.  People moved to 

amphib floats or got rid of their airplanes due to the condition of the existing float.  The new SPB would 

open up competition.  It would allow small Part 135 operators doing flight seeing and other services.  

This would open up the country to more people. 

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

We normally take our wheel Caravans to Sitka so the facility would not be of much use to us, but I still 

think the project is well worth it, and is needed in Sitka. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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There have been up to eight regular users of the existing facility.  The state of the existing facility 

discouraged pilots.  There was such a poor situation there; no parking, no access to fuel, inside four 

ramps unusable at low tides, inadequate maintenance for at least the last 10 years.  Pilots have had 

damage to their planes by boats and due to the close proximity of other ramps.  There are rock piles. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Also consider similar situation like in Kodiak where seaplane activity grew after and SPB was built. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Sitka and most other SE communities should have a public seaplane facility for local and transient use. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

There is a lot of demand for a floatplane facility.  I can’t believe we have gotten by so long with so little.  

A lot more floatplanes would be here if we had places to park more floatplanes.  The City charges 

property taxes for our planes, and we don’t get anything for it.  They need to spend some tax money for 

floatplane parking. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

The current facility is between 2 seafood processors with a lot of boat traffic coming and going.   That 

plus the hundreds of seagulls makes the current site unsafe. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

A new seaplane base is needed to get to remote areas in Sitka.  The City of Sitka is missing out on a 

significant amount of tourism economic benefits and taxation, by not having a good seaplane base.   

Most communities try to take advantage of economic opportunities like this.  

There used to be 10 – 14 operators at the Sitka Seaplane Base.  Floatplane owners have moved away 

from Sitka, have moved their floatplanes to other locations, or have had to switch to expensive amphib 

gear because of lack of floatplane facilities in Sitka.   I am frustrated with how long it has taken to make 

progress on a new Sitka Seaplane Base. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Floatplanes really benefit the Sitka Region.   Floatplanes are required to access to Sitka’s pristine 

wilderness.  Floatplanes are a low impact form of transportation to the region.   A small facility has 

fewer benefits to residents and visitors than a larger facility.   The small size of the current facility has 

limited the amount of floatplane activity in the region. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

I think it is a good idea.  I wish you luck. 
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The Department of Fish and Game has rented a space at the existing facility for decades.  The 

Department has had a contracted plane at the existing facility since the facility was built.  The 

Department requires a specialized plane to monitor pink and chum salmon runs in the Sitka area which 

is essential to provide commercial pink and chum salmon fishing opportunities to the area.  These 

fisheries could not be authorized without this flying. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

A new seaplane base is needed because the existing seaplane base is outdated and there is aviation 

activity in the region to justify it.   Sitka also needs to serve others outside the region who are flying 

transient to Sitka. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Because of lack of space at the  Sitka SPB I bought amphib aircraft and operate from Sitka Airport.   I am 

currently happy with this amphib arrangement. 

However, I believe a new SPB is needed and would be used.  There are people in Sitka who have not 

bought floatplanes because there is no place to park them. 

Ken Bellows facility is for sale.  If it is no longer available for others to use, there will be no floatplane 

parking in Sitka. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Southeast is a floatplane area.   We need a reasonable place to moor floatplanes when we go to Sitka.   

Out of towners need a place to go.  It helps the Sitka economy. 
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1 Yes Recreation  Based 1 to 2 Yes Tilt Yes Optional Optional Optional Yes Yes Yes

On 

Land No No

Security, Bird 

Control

Beaver,             

1 Turbine 

Otter

6-10 Based             

4-6 Transient

2 Yes

Recreation   

Commercial  Based 1 Yes Tilt Yes Yes Yes Optional Yes Yes Yes Either No Yes

Security,    

Bathroom, 

Waiting Room Up to Beaver

3 Commercial            

9 Recreational

3 No

4 Yes Recreation  Based 1 Yes Tilt Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Either

By 

Commercial 

Users Yes

Storage,  Bird 

Control, 

Security Beaver

8-10 Based          

4 Transient

5 Yes Recreation  Based 1 Yes Tilt Yes Optional Yes

4-

wheeler Yes Yes Yes

On 

Land Yes Optional

Commercial 

User Needs

Supercub, 

some Beaver 

or Otter

12 Based               

6-8 Transient

6 Yes Commercial  Based 2 No Tilt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Truck No No Toilet Up to Otter

3 Based              

6  Loading 

Float

7 Yes Recreation Based 1 Yes Tilt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Either

By 

Commercial 

Users Yes Toilet

Cessna 182, 

some Beaver

12-16 Based         

4-6 transient

8 Yes Commercial Transient 1 Yes

9 Yes

Recreation    

Commercial  Based 2 Yes Tilt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Truck No No

Loading Dock, 

Pull Out Ramp

Supercub, 

Single Otter

12 Based                

6 Transient

10 Yes Government Based 1 Yes Tilt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Either No No

Supercub, 

Beaver, 

Turbine Otter

8 Based            

4 Transient             

6 Loading 

Float

11 Yes Commercial Transient 1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Either No No Toilet Up to Otter

4 Based                 

8 Loading 

Float

12 Maybe Recreation  Based 1 Yes Tilt Yes Optional Yes Optional Yes Yes Yes Either

By 

Commercial 

Users Optional Toilet

Beaver,1 

Turbine Otter

8-10 Based               

2-3 Transient

13 Yes

Recreation     

Commercial Based 1 to 2 Yes Tilt Yes Optional Optional Yes Yes Yes Yes

On 

Land Yes On Land

Cessna 185, 

Some Beaver

10-20 Based           

4-6 Transient

14 Yes

Recreation     

Commercial Based 2 to 3 Yes Tilt Yes Optoinal optional Yes Yes Yes Yes

On 

Land

By 

Commercial 

Users On Land

Cessna 

180/185, 

seval Beaver 

and Otter

12 Based                 

6 Transient

15 Yes Commercial Based 4 No Tilt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

On 

Land Yes On Land Pull Out Ramp

Caravan, 

Beaver, 

Cessna 185

26 Based                

12 Transient

16 Yes Commercial Based 1 Yes Fixed Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes

On 

Land Yes No Pull Out Ramp Beaver, Otter

6 Based               

6 Transient

17 Yes Government Transient 1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

On 

Land No No Toilet, Scale

Up to Turbine 

Otter

4 Based               

4 Transient            

4 Loading 

18 Yes Commercial Transient 1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Either No No Toilet, Scale

Cessna 

Caravan

8-10 Based          

2-4 Transient             

8 Loading 

Float 

19 Yes

Commercial    

Recreation Transient 1 Yes Either No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Either No

Pull Out 

Ramp Up to Otter

6 based                         

2 Transient

20 Yes Recreation  Based 1 No Tilt Yes Optional Yes

4-

wheeler Yes Yes Yes Either Optional Yes Security

Beaver, a Few 

Otter

10-12 Based        

4 Transient

21 Yes Commercial Transient 1 No Tilt Yes Optional Optional Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Either

Pull Out Ramp, 

Winter Aircraft 

Storage

Beaver, 

Several Otter

20-25 Based        

5-6 Transient

22 Yes Recreation Based 1 to 2 Yes Tilt Yes Optional Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

By 

Commercial 

Users Yes

Pull Out Ramp, 

Storage, Bird 

Control

Cessna 185, 

Some Beaver 

and Otter

10-15 Based             

1-2 Transient

23 Yes Recreation  Transient 1 No Tilt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Either No No

Toilet, Waiting 

Room Up to Beaver

4-5 Based         

3 Transient         

5 Loading 

Float

24 No

6-10 Based           

2 Transient

25 Yes Commercial Based 1 to 2 Yes Tilt Yes Yes Yes Optional Yes Yes Either Yes Optional Either Bird control

Cessna 185 to 

Beaver

12 Based          

4 Transient

26 Yes Commercial Transient 1 Yes Tilt Yes Yes Yes Yes Truck No No

Toilet, Waiting 

Room Up to Otter

2  Based              

2 Transient          

2 Loading 

Float

27 Yes Commercial Transient 1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No

Protected 

Water, Japonski 

is Good

Supercub, 

Turbine Otter

on Based                  

3 Transient              

4-5 Loading 

Float

28 Yes Commercial Transient 1 Yes Tilt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes yes Yes No No Toilet

Up to Turbine 

Otter

6-8 Based         

4 Loading 

Float

29 Yes

Aircraft 

Maintenance Tilt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Floating 

Hangar

Toilet, Freight 

Staging Up to Beaver

1 Loading 

Float

30 Yes Recreation Transient 1 Yes Either Yes Optional Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Either

By 

Commercial 

Users

By 

Commercial 

Users

Security, Tie 

Downs

Beaver, Some 

Single Otter

12 Based        3-

4 Transient

31 No Yes Tilt Yes Optional Yes No Yes Yes Yes Either

By 

Commercial 

Users Optional Beaver

10 Based          

4-5 Transient

32 Yes Recreation Based 1 Yes Either Yes Optional Optional Optional Yes Yes

Vehicle 

Access Truck

By 

Commercial 

Users

Storage, Pull 

Out Ramp

Cessna 

180/185, 

Some Beaver

10-12 Based          

8 Transient

33 Yes

Commercial    

Recreation

Based and  

Transient

2 Based      

1 

Transient Yes Tilt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

On 

Land Yes

Pull Out 

Ramp

Avoid 

wing/piling 

conflicts Several Otter

5-6 Based      

Up to 20 

Transient

34 Yes Recreation  Based 1 Yes Fixed Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Either Yes Yes No Toilet Beaver

20 Based            

5 Transient           

10 Loading

35 Yes Commercial Transient 1 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

On 

Land No No Toilet Beaver

12 Based           

6 Transient

36 No

37 Yes Government  Transient 2 No Tilt Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

On 

Land Yes Yes

Toilet, Baggage 
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Up to Turbine 

Otter

3 Transient                

5 Loading 

Float

38 Yes Commercial  Transient 1 No Yes No Yes Either No No

Toilet, Waiting 

Room Up to Beaver

4 Based             

2 Transient       

4-6 Loading 

Float

New Sitka Seaplane Base Interview Results - February, 2016

2020 Demand Seaplane Base Amenities

Interview Questions
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Request for Entry into the NPIAS 
Sitka Seaplane Base (A29) 

Sitka, Alaska 
 
 
On May 23, 2016 the City and Borough of Sitka, Alaska requested that Alaskan Region Airports 
Division reclassify the Sitka Seaplane Base (A29) in the NPIAS in consideration of the seaplane 
base’s proposed relocation and expansion.   
 
Background:  
A29 was originally constructed in 1952 by the Territory of Alaska with funding from the Civil 
Aeronautics Administration, FAA’s predecessor agency.  The facility was later improved several 
times by the State of Alaska and City of Sitka (later the City and Borough of Sitka), acting as co-
sponsors. The City and Borough of Sitka (CBS) became sole sponsor of A29 in 1977.  
 

Federal Investments in Support of the Sitka Seaplane Base (A29) 

Granting Agency Facility Sponsor Grant Year 
Grant 

Amount 
Civil Aeronautics Administration Territory of Alaska 1952 $45,000 
Civil Aeronautics Administration Territory of Alaska/City of Sitka 1957 $9,718 
Civil Aeronautics Administration Territory of Alaska/City of Sitka 1958 $40,112 
Federal Aviation Agency State of Alaska/City of Sitka 1960 $25,374 
Federal Aviation Administration City & Borough of Sitka 1977 $175,121 
Federal Aviation Administration City & Borough of Sitka 2010 (planning grant) $300,000 

Total 
  

$595,325 
 
After operating in its current location for nearly 65 years, A29 has reached the end of its useful 
life.  In 2002 the City and Borough of Sitka completed The Sitka Seaplane Base Master Plan and 
in 2003 an ALP was approved. The 2002 Master Plan determined that A29 should be relocated 
for the following reasons: 

• Insufficient capacity at A29 and inadequate space to expand at the current site 
• Conflicts with boat traffic and the adjacent Sitka Sound Seafoods dock traffic 
• Inability to access some seaplane ramps during low tide due to large rock knobs 
• Lack of shoreside space for vehicle parking and for fueling seaplanes from truck or fuel 

tank 
• Congested sea lane with boats and bird hazards 

 
The 2002 Master Plan evaluated demand for a new seaplane base (SPB) and forecasted the need 
to provide 13 slips within 5 years and 15 slips within 20 years at a site that could accommodate 
up to 20 slips, should economic conditions change.  It noted that A29’s 8 existing slips were 
fully leased in 2001, with 7 names on a waiting list.  The 2002 Master Plan identified a tentative 
preferred site for a relocated SPB near the opening of Sitka Channel on the north end of Japonski 
Island. 
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Potential SPB relocation sites identified in the 2002 Master Plan were further evaluated in Siting 
Analysis: Sitka Seaplane Base (2012).  In 2012, all 8 slips were leased and there was a waiting 
list.  A copy of the waiting list from 2008 is available.   Based on a 2016 survey of recent and 
potential SPB users, those on the waiting list in 2008 have, since then, either subsequently leased 
a slip at A29, moved their seaplanes to Juneau but have indicated a preference to move to the 
new Sitka SPB, are currently rebuilding their seaplane, or have moved their residence and 
seaplane from Sitka.   
 
During the 2012 Siting Analysis, users raised similar concerns as were discussed in the 2002 
Study: 

• The facility was showing increasing signs of its age and it needed to be replaced 
• The SPBs location in the heart of Sitka Channel adjacent to a seafood processing facility 

(a bird attractant) caused safety and liability concerns involving seaplanes, boat traffic, 
and birds. A letter included in the appendix of the 2012 Study from the Manager of the 
Sitka Sound Seafoods processing facility describes these concerns. The NTSB Brief of 
Accident for ID SEA89LA063 also documented a nonfatal accident attributed to an 
encounter between a seaplane operating from A29 and the wake from a large boat. 

• Shallow waters and rocks prevent use of 4 of 8 parking spots during low tides (see photo 
below). 

 
 

• Conditions at the existing SPB (age, small size, loss of float buoyancy, lack of amenities 
such as fuel and vehicle parking) discouraged recreational use in general and commercial 
use in particular. 

 
Pilots indicated in 2012 that additional seaplane operators would lease slips at a new public SPB 
in Sitka if additional capacity and services were available, and if a new facility was in better 
operating condition.  That study forecasted a demand for 14 slips in the short term and 15 slips in 
the long term, with additional space for 3 – 5 transient aircraft parking positions. It also 
reaffirmed selection of a site for a relocated SPB near the opening of Sitka Channel on the north 
end of Japonski Island. 
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A small private seaplane float is also available in Sitka, but it has space only for based aircraft 
operated by the seaplane float owner for his business plus up to 3 transient aircraft.  The owner 
has expressed uncertainty whether it would continue to be available for seaplanes in the future, 
as it is for sale.  In the recent pilot survey for the new Sitka SPB, that owner indicated interest in 
basing his seaplane at the new Sitka SPB. 
 
Since 2012, the City and Borough of Sitka has continued communications with the FAA on 
funding the new SPB and continued discussions with property owners about property 
acquisition, as the City and Borough of Sitka does not own any waterfront property on the north 
end of Japonski Island.  There was little interest in making major investments in the aging A29, 
given the multiple issues at the current site and plans to replace it with a new facility in a new 
location. By 2015, the average SPB use had declined to 5 leased slips (including the continued 
use by the Alaska Department of Fish and Game to monitor Southeast Alaska pink and chum 
salmon runs, a remote lodge owner, a seaplane repair/restoration business, and several private 
recreational pilots) plus transient traffic.   
 
In January, 2016 A29 was temporarily closed because one pile supporting the transient float 
collapsed, damaging the transient float. A dive inspection showed significant pile section loss for 
another 3 piles.  A subsequent assessment of A29 completed in early March indicates that it 
could cost as much as $170,000 to repair and reopen it, which Sitka plans to do in Summer 2016 
while working toward obtaining funds for a new facility.   The repairs will include sleeving the 
piles with larger diameter piles, structural float repairs, and additional floatation for the floats. 
The repairs will make all of the 8 existing seaplane slips available for lease and transient use. 
 
Nearly 40 pilots and aviation businesses were interviewed in January 2016 to ascertain why A29 
had seen reduced use and to determine whether they would use a new SPB.  There was 
unanimous agreement that a new SPB in better condition, with basic amenities, and in a new 
location would see much greater use than the existing A29.  
 
Most of those surveyed had used A29 in 2015 or sometime during the past 10 years.   Former 
SPB users who left A29 reported that they:  
  

1. Bought amphibious floats and based their aircraft on the nearby Sitka Airport 
2. Moved their seaplanes to Juneau or other less convenient SPB outside of Sitka 
3. Operated with wheeled aircraft in Sitka 
4. Operated on a limited transient basis from the private seaplane float (which may not be 

available in the future) 
5. Sold their seaplanes 

 
Most former A29 users and waitlisted slip applicants said they would use the new SPB if it was 
built. Some indicated they would convert from amphibious floats back to straight floats because 
of the higher costs of owning and operating amphibious aircraft.  Seaplanes have a significantly 
reduced useful load when operating with amphibious rather than straight floats.  This is why over 
75% of all private seaplanes in Alaska are on straight floats.  The reduced takeoff performance 
with amphibious gear also prevents access to many lakes that local pilots access from Sitka.  
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Many of the smaller aircraft have such a small useful load on amphibious gear so as to make it 
impossible to carry an adult passenger with enough fuel for a typical flight.   
 
Former A29 users who moved their seaplanes to Juneau said they would move them back to 
Sitka, closer to where they live and fly.  Several who are now operating on wheels or no longer 
own seaplanes said they would convert back to floats or buy a seaplane.  Transient users, several 
who currently use the private seaplane dock, noted that the private dock was for sale and its 
future availability was uncertain.    
 
Of the 38 pilots and businesses interviewed, 33 said they would use the new SPB.  19 said they 
would base seaplanes at a new Sitka SPB and 13 said they would operate from the new Sitka 
SPB as transient users.   This included 13 commercial businesses users, 7 mixed commercial and 
recreation users, 11 recreation users, and 3 pilots from the US Forest Service and Alaska 
Department of Fish and Game.  When asked how many seaplanes they would base at the facility 
if it were available in 2020, they indicated they would base 25 to 30 seaplanes at the new Sitka 
SPB (see table below).   
 

Sitka Seaplane Base Interviews Summary of 2020 Demand 
 Based 

Users 
Transient 

Users 
Commercial 4 9 
Commercial & Recreation 5 2 
Recreation 9 2 
Government 1 2 
Total Users 19 15 
Number of Aircraft 25 – 30 16 

 
The attractiveness of the SPB to those interested in basing commercial seaplanes at the SPB 
would be highly dependent on the extent to which amenities like vehicle parking, fuel, fresh 
water, and space for aircraft maintenance are provided. Only fresh water is currently available at 
A29. Aircraft maintenance and fueling is available at the nearby Sitka Rocky Gutierrez (SIT) 
airport, but the use of that facility requires operating with amphibious gear or landing in the 
open ocean and is only available at limited times during favorable winds and tidal conditions.  
Seaplanes must also navigate a rocky area to access a seaplane haulout and arrange an escort by 
the Alaska DOT&PF to cross the SIT runway and access an aircraft parking apron. Commercial 
users indicate this unreliable and time-consuming access to SIT is not practical for commercial 
seaplane operations.     
 
A few commercial seaplane operators who currently operate at SIT with amphibious floats 
indicate that they would switch to straight floats if a new Sitka SPB were built. The opportunity 
to switch to straight floats is attractive to commercial operators because aircraft fitted with 
heavy amphibious floats burn more fuel, are slower, and can carry less payload than aircraft 
flying with straight floats, as discussed previously.   
 
Not all potential SPB users were able to be contacted for this study.  Other potential users who 
operate seaplanes in the region - government agencies such as the US Fish and Wildlife Service 
and Alaska State Troopers, some of the seaplane businesses and lodges in the region who were 
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not contacted, and some private wheeled and seaplane owners in Sitka who were not available 
for interviews - would also likely be interested in basing seaplanes at a new facility or for 
transient use.   
 
Justification:  
Sitka is located in Southeast Alaska in a region dominated by water, small coastal communities 
and lodges served by a mix of land airports and SPB’s.  Access is by air and by sea only.   There 
are no road connections to communities outside Sitka; road access is not feasible because of 
mountainous terrain and wide expanses of ocean water.  Sitka is the hub for the west central part 
of Southeast Alaska, serving as both a center for transportation, health services and commerce.   
 
Sitka is the third largest community in Southeast Alaska. It enjoys one of the most diversified 
economies in Alaska, composed of commercial fishing and fish processing, health care, cruise 
ship and independent tourism, education, and government. Sitka has two hospitals - Sitka 
Community and Sitka SEARHC (aka, Mt. Edgecumbe Hospital). SEARHC is a non-profit tribal 
health consortium of 18 Native communities, which serves the health interests of the Tlingit, 
Haida, Tsimshian, and other Native people of Southeast Alaska. SEARHC was established in 
1975 under the provisions of the Indian Self-Determination Act. 
 
State and federal government agencies, such as the United States Forest Service, maintain offices 
in Sitka. Coast Guard Air Station Sitka, located just west of the city center on Japonski Island, is 
manned by 20 officers and 100 enlisted personnel.  

The table below shows the recent performance of several indicators of the health of Sitka’s 
economy.  

Sitka Economic Indicators 2010-2014 

  2010 2014 
Change 
2010-14 

Population 8,881 9,061 2% 
Total Seafood Employment 421 648 54% 
Total Seafood Employment 
Earnings $15,943,670 $29,910,590 88% 
Other Maritime Wages $7,074,209 $14,000,979 98% 
Construction Employment 196 286 46% 
Construction Wages $12,620,024 $21,927,256 74% 
Total Visitor Industry 
Employment 530 670 26% 
Total Visitor Industry Wages $12,422,985 $18,283,024 47% 
Source: Rain Coast Data, 2015 

   
These healthy and growing sectors of Sitka’s economy depend on the aviation industry to move 
tourists, construction workers, fishermen, year-round residents, and freight to remote lodges, 
construction sites, fishing boats, canneries and hatcheries that are only accessible by seaplanes. 
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Interviews with local pilots, business owners and staff at CBS and SEARHC Hospital, indicate 
that traffic using the Sitka SPB came from communities, lodges, and a network of other SPBs on 
Baranof, Chichagof, and Catherine Islands.   
 
According to the Sitka Flight Service web site “There are 14 public use seaplane bases, in the 
Sitka flight plan area, not to mention the thousands of picturesque bays, coves and lakes that are 
frequented by float plane pilots.”   
http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/ato/service_units/systemops/fs/alaskan/ala
ska/jnu/sit/ 
 
A list of SPBs within 90 miles of Sitka follows.  Also shown are those SPB’s that have air 
service from carriers receiving an Essential Air Services program subsidy. 
 

SPB Name NPIAS? 
Distance 
to Sitka 

Essential Air 
Service 

Subsidy? 
 
Angoon SPB NPIAS 43 

 
Yes 

Baranoff Warm Springs SPB NPIAS 20  
Elfin Cove SPB NPIAS 88 Yes 
Excursion Inlet SPB NPIAS 95 Yes 
False Island SPB non-NPIAS 33  
Funter Bay SPB NPIAS 82 Yes 
Hawk Inlet SPB non-NPIAS 78  
Kake SPB non-NPIAS 53 Yes 
Pelican SPB NPIAS 70 Yes 
Port Alexander SPB NPIAS 63 Yes 
Port Armstrong SPB non-NPIAS 59  
Port Walter SPB non-NPIAS 54  
Saganaw Bay SPB non-NPIAS 46  
Taku Harbor SPB non-NPIAS 82  
Tenakee SPB NPIAS 50 Yes 
Warm Springs SPB NPIAS 20  
 
Sitka’s seaplanes are very important to the social and economic fabric of this coastal region’s 
remote communities, lodges, recreation areas, hatcheries, and fishing fleets.  Primary uses of 
seaplanes are for: 

• Community access to small outlying communities that depend on seaplane access to 
Sitka for medical services, shopping and to access the paved Sitka Airport.  As noted 
above, many of these communities have subsidized Essential Air Service. 

• Government agencies such as the US Forest Service, US Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Alaska State Troopers, and the Civil Air 
Patrol require seaplanes to access remote communities and resources.  Aircraft of these 

http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/ato/service_units/systemops/fs/alaskan/alaska/jnu/sit/
http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/ato/service_units/systemops/fs/alaskan/alaska/jnu/sit/
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agencies generally operate or prefer to operate from straight floats (versus amphibious 
gear) because:   
1. many of their aircraft can only be configured with floats;  
2. they need the efficiency, performance, and payload capability of operating with 
straight floats;  
3. they need to reach remote locations only accessible by water; and  
4. seaplanes with straight floats operate better at low altitudes around terrain and 
meandering rivers and coastlines.   These straight float aircraft must park on water at a 
float, preferably on a SPB with fuel available.   

o The US Forest Service has contract seaplanes in Sitka every summer.  There 
currently is no seaplane float for them to dock that is designed for seaplanes of 
their size.  They use a Forest Service boat float as an interim solution, but it is 
only available for seaplanes when there are no boats and it does not have aviation 
fuel.   Their contractors would use a new Sitka SPB on a transient basis and/or a 
Sitka based contractor could base his seaplane at the new SPB instead of a 
Juneau contractor at a more distant and less efficient base 80 miles away in 
Juneau.  

o The US Fish and Wildlife Service contractors fly biologists along Southeast 
Alaska coastal areas to conduct annual marine mammal surveys.   They also use 
the Forest Service boat float when it’s available.   Because there is no fuel they 
must adjust their operations and fly to Juneau or other locations for fuel.  Like the 
Forest Service, their contractors would likely use the new Sitka SPB with 
transient and/or based aircraft, especially if fuel were available. 

o The Alaska Department of Fish and Game contractors have rented space at 
A29 for over 2 decades.   They must operate from straight floats (not amphibious 
gear) so that they can carry sufficient fuel for the distances flown and so they can 
fly at low altitudes to conduct stream surveys.  They fly stream surveys 3 – 4 
times per week during pink and chum salmon runs.   Their findings are used to 
determine the number of fish that are reaching spawning areas, and consequently 
when fishing periods should be opened or closed.  These fisheries could not be 
authorized without their fish surveys. 

o The Alaska State Troopers fly seaplanes with straight floats from Hoonah, 
covering a large geographic area.  They would likely use a new Sitka SPB on a 
transient basis to refuel their aircraft instead of having to transport and reposition 
fuel into remote areas. 

o The Civil Air Patrol operates a straight De Havilland DHC-3 Beaver in Sitka 
from A29 when conducting search missions for downed aircraft.   

• Sitka’s large fishing industry (1,300 boat slips in Sitka) is supported by seaplanes that 
are used to spot fish, deliver employees and materials to remote marine locations, serve 
fish hatcheries, and provide emergency rescue.  Aviation support for the fishing industry 
is vital to Sitka, because of fisheries’ large and growing importance to the Sitka 
economy.  Over the last 4 years alone, seafood employment grew by 54% and seafood 
earnings grew by 88% to nearly $30 million in employment earnings per year.  Other 
maritime wages grew by 98% to over $14 million per year. 

• Tourists accessing lodges or flightseeing, hunting, fishing, and hiking.  Similar to 
fishing, tourism is a major growing employer in Sitka and visitor employment has grown 
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by 26% over the last 4 years while wages have grown by 47% to over $18 million per 
year.  Statewide visitor volume was up by 7 percent in 2015 due largely to increases in 
air and cruise ship travel. Domestic airline passengers exiting Alaska through Sitka 
Rocky Gutierrez Airport increased by 16% between the 2014 and 2015 summer tourist 
seasons. According to Cruise Line Agencies of Alaska, the number of cruise ship 
passengers traveling through Sitka is expected to remain stable over the next few years at 
about 118,000/year. They also said that there are not enough seaplane operators in Sitka 
to serve their customers’ current demand for flightseeing.  One lodge owner who 
participated in the interviews has their own seaplane on straight floats.  They transport 
their guests to and from Sitka with their seaplane.  Because they would not have enough 
payload capacity if they transfer it to amphibious floats, it would be uneconomical to 
operate.  They will be prevented from operating without A29. 

• Medical evacuations and transport of medical personnel to remote communities and 
other marine locations. According to the Chief Flight Nurse for Mt. Edgecumbe 
Hospital, approximately 40 seaplane medevac operations per year come to the hospital.  
Currently these are primarily handled by amphibious aircraft from the Sitka Airport but a 
new Sitka SPB would be more attractive for medivacs to communities like Angoon, 
Pelican, Port Alexander and Elfin Cove that are only accessible by seaplanes.  As noted 
earlier a seaplane operating with straight floats from a new Sitka SPB would be faster, 
more efficient, and less expensive compared to flying with amphibious gear from the 
Sitka Airport. 

• Regional aviation services are provided in Sitka for seaplanes that are transiting 
between the Lower 48 states and other seaplane hubs in Southeast Alaska, Anchorage, 
and Interior Alaska.  Sitka’s geographical position and regional services makes it an 
attractive refueling and service hub for transiting seaplanes.  

• Recreational flying by private seaplane pilots, both local and from outside the region.  
Sitka resident pilots want to access the unique fresh and saltwater recreation areas that 
surround them.  Sitka has the fourth largest number of general aviation aircraft and pilots 
in Southeast Alaska; only Juneau, Haines, and Ketchikan have more aircraft and pilots.  
In 2015 Sitka had 54 planes and 49 certified pilots.  Many of Sitka’s pilots are seaplane 
rated. 

 
Airport/Sponsor/Infrastructure Data:   
• The new Sitka SPB will be a publicly owned, public use facility.  
• Sponsor will be continue to be the City and Borough of Sitka and is an eligible sponsor. 
• The new Sitka SPB will utilize a new waterlane west of the existing waterlane published in 

the Alaska Supplement.   The current unmarked 4,000 foot by 200 foot waterlane is within 
the Sitka Channel, a narrow 400 to 500 foot wide channel shared with a considerable amount 
of boat traffic accessing boat harbors, fish processing plants, and other public and private 
facilities.  It also crosses beneath the O’Connell Bridge.  The new waterlane has not been 
precisely positioned yet, but will be in the wider, less congested West Anchorage area which 
will have fewer boat, noise, and bridge conflicts than the current waterlane (see attached map 
showing existing and proposed water operating areas). 

• The existing SPB was constructed with a Civil Aeronautics Authority grant in 1952 and 
improved with FAAP and ADAP grants in 1961 and 1979 respectively, all totaling $295,325.   
An AIP grant issued in 2010 for $300,000 funded the 2012 siting analysis which identified 
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the proposed new SPB site within a 1,000 foot section of shoreline on Japonski Island.  
Discussions are underway with several government and non-profit property owners to 
determine the final location within this area.   The existing SPB would be decommissioned 
once the new SPB was built.   

• The new SPB will be constructed to meet all current FAA standards.   
 
Entry Criteria: 
• The current SPB has 5 based aircraft, and approx. 4,750 yearly operations based on the most 

recent 5010 Airport Master Record. 
• A 2016 forecast completed by the City and Borough of Sitka is based on a recent survey of 

38 pilots and businesses.   As noted above, of the 38 pilots and businesses interviewed, 33 
said they would use the new SPB and 19 said they would base from 25 – 30 commercial, 
recreational, and government seaplanes at a new Sitka SPB (see attached interview 
summary).   

 
The table below shows Low, Medium, and High growth forecasts for SPB activity for the 
2016 – 2036 planning period.  The 12 based aircraft demand in 2016 reflects the 8 slips that 
were leased in 2012, plus 4 seaplanes that were on a waiting list. This 2016 forecast is 
unconstrained by facility limitations and represents expected demand if there were enough parking 
spots at the existing SPB. This may underrepresent actual demand, since interviews with 
seaplane operators indicated that, due to the deteriorated condition of the nearly 40 year old 
facility, some had already moved operations from A29 or were otherwise disinclined to apply 
for the waiting list. A29 is also not well suited to the needs of commercial operations due to 
its small size and poor condition, lack of uplands for fuel facilities, maintenance and vehicle 
parking, and conflicts with adjacent land uses, boats and birds, etc. 
  
The Low Growth forecast assumes current demand remains relatively unchanged, only 
growing at the 1% forecasted rate of 2012-2042 statewide population growth.  It does not 
consider the growth in SPB demand expressed by existing and potential users and others in 
the interviews. 
 
The Medium and High forecasts are primarily based upon interviews of local residents, 
regional seaplane operators, cruise ship interests, and other stakeholders.  The Medium 
forecast assumes that the low range of based aircraft demand expressed in the interviews is 
accomplished by the year 2036 when 25 seaplanes would be based at a new SPB.  The High 
forecast assumes that the high range of based aircraft demand expressed in the interviews is 
accomplished by the year 2036 when 30 seaplanes would be based at a new SPB.   While the 
interviews indicated this level of based aircraft would be expected by 2020, this forecast 
takes a more conservative approach, and estimates that level of demand by 2036. 
 
In both the Medium and High forecasts it is assumed that growth would be greatest in the 
early years, after a new SPB is built with more amenities and seaplane parking.  It also 
assumes some of the commercial use would take longer to implement than was expressed in 
the surveys due to the lead times required to start up new businesses, move assets (aircraft, 
maintenance equipment, etc.) from other markets, or to obtain financing to acquire aircraft 
and/or construct hangars, storage, or office facilities. 
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Low, Medium, and High Aircraft Activity Forecasts 

Aircraft 
Operations 

% Annual 
Growth 

 2015  
(Base) 2016 2021 2026 2031 2036 

Low 
Forecast 1.00% 4,750 11,400 11,982 12,593 13,235 13,910 
Medium 
Forecast 

 
4,750 11,400 19,000 20,900 22,800 23,750 

High 
Forecast 

 
4,750 11,400 20,900 23,750 26,600 28,500 

  
      

  
Based 
Aircraft 

% Annual 
Growth 

 2015 
(Base) 2016** 2021 2026 2031 2036 

Low 
Forecast 1.00% 5 12 13 13 14 15 
Medium 
Forecast 

 
5 12 20 22 24 25 

High 
Forecast 

 
5 12 22 25 28 30 

** 2016 forecast assumes no constraints due to facility limitations and represents expected demand if there were 
enough parking spots at the existing SPB.  

 
• Nearby NPIAS airports (within 30 miles) include: 

o Sitka Rocky Gutierrez Airport (SIT), NPIAS 02-0268, Service Level: Primary 
 Distance to proposed airport: 0.667 mile, less than 5 minutes road travel. 

o Baranof Warm Springs SPB (BNF), NPIAS 02-0451, Service Level: General 
Aviation 
 Distance to proposed airport: 20.11 mile, not on road system, no travel time 

available. 
• The current Sitka SPB is classified in the Alaska State System Plan as a Local NPIAS Lower 

Activity public use SPB.  The new SPB is expected to retain that classification in the short 
term.   

• The new SPB is expected to be a General Aviation airport which will fulfill a Basic airport 
role under the ASSET criteria. 

 
Financial:  
• Based on the 2012 siting study, the new Sitka SPB is estimated to cost $11.7 million.  AIP 

funding required is currently estimated at $10.97 million. 
• The City and Borough of Sitka’s ability to operate, maintain and develop the new SPB is 

most readily evidenced by its current management of A29, the over 1,300 boat slips in Sitka, 
plus other marine facilities, for commercial and recreational use.   The Ports and Harbors 
Department operates these facilities under a self-supporting enterprise Harbor 
Fund.    Through good stewardship, over $6 million in undesignated funds are currently 
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available within the Harbor Fund.   A system of rates and fees generates over $2.5 million 
per year in revenues that cover operation, maintenance and capital costs.   City and Borough 
general funds are not needed to subsidize the harbor system.  Because of the high quality and 
strategic importance of these facilities, the boat harbor has a 278 vessel waiting list.     

• While a 30 year useful life is typically used in other Alaska communities for harbor facilities, 
Sitka’s strong routine maintenance program has extended marine facility life to 40 years in 
many cases per the 2012 City and Borough of Sitka Harbor System Master Plan.  It should be 
note that A29 is nearly 40 years old and near the very end of its service life.  Efforts to 
develop a replacement SPB in Sitka have been ongoing for nearly two decades during which 
A29 has continued to age to a point where it will require up to $170,000 in capital 
expenditures this summer to remain open to the public.   

• Sitka is forward looking and proactive in planning for harbor and SPB maintenance and 
development.  In 2012 it adopted a Harbor System Master Plan that includes the SPB.  This 
Plan provides an engineering assessment of the existing condition of municipal harbor and 
SPB infrastructure, provides budgetary cost estimates for the necessary improvements, and 
organizes the projects into a Capital Improvement Projects (CIP) Plan.  The Master Plan also 
recommends a moorage rate structure to provide the necessary capital funding to implement 
the CIP Plan.  The City Assembly approved moorage rate increases in each of the past four 
years and is anticipated to take up the next increase this year (see attached pages from the 
master plan).   

• Seaplane rates/fees have not been adjusted in Sitka along with boat moorage rates, since A29 
is at the end of its service life and an increase in rates may only further decrease demand until 
a new facility can be constructed.   However, similar to boat moorage rates, seaplane 
rates/fees for a new facility will be structured to cover operations, maintenance and 
replacement costs.  SPB revenues are expected from commercial and recreational slip rentals, 
fees for transient use, and potentially from hangar rental, fuel sales, and ground leases. 
Sitka’s required share of costs under a construction grant will be made from bonding, Harbor 
Fund reserve working capital, or other municipal sources.   

 
Compliance: 
• The new SPB will be in compliance with all grant obligations. 
 
Name of Congressional Contacts (House & Senate) for this airport: 
Senator Lisa Murkowski 
Senator Dan Sullivan 
Representative Don Young 
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Economic Impact of a New Public Seaplane Facility at Sitka 
 
Executive Summary 
The public Sitka Seaplane Base (A29) in Sitka Channel closed down temporarily for repairs in 
January of 2016 after operating for nearly 65 years.  In addition to needing substantial repairs, 
the facility has insufficient capacity and the inability to expand due to the constraints of the 
current location.  The current location also has a congested sealane to take off and land and has 
conflicts with boat traffic and birds.  Because of these multiple issues, A29 has seen less and less 
use over time.  The facility will be repaired and reopened in the fall of 2016 while plans are 
underway to develop a new facility at a different site.   

Interviews of 38 seaplane owners and operators in 2016 documented demand for a facility with 
20 permanent slips  in 2020, and need for expansion to  25 slips by 2036.  A new seaplane base 
site has been proposed at the north end of Japonski Island to meet current and future commercial 
and recreational seaplane demand.  This economic impact report estimates the economic 
importance of the new, expanded facility. 

To estimate the economic impacts that a new facility will bring to Sitka, members of the 
commercial Sitka flying community and those agencies and businesses that depend on them were 
interviewed.  Also interviewed were regional air carriers, lodges, government agencies, and other 
impacted businesses not based in Sitka that use seaplane transportation to and from Sitka.  
Interviews of local and regional carriers suggest that at least 230 visitors came to Sitka via 
seaplane charter in 2015, and impacts of their spending is also considered here.  This report 
attempts to estimate the dollar value of the impacts to the Sitka economy of a new seaplane 
facility with increased capacity by capturing the economic importance of activity at the current 
A29, combined with increased economic activity created from the new, expanded facility.  The 
economic impacts identified that could be estimated in terms of dollar values include: 

• Increased business investment in Sitka by air carriers and aviation support businesses 
associated with a new seaplane base; 

• Revenue earned from use of A29 by Sitka-based aviation-related businesses, and 
increased revenues earned by those businesses associated with a new public seaplane 
base; and 

• Revenue earned from visitors to Sitka using A29 and increased visitor activity in Sitka 
associated with a new facility, such as increased spending in hotels, restaurants, shops, 
and on tours. 

In some cases, it was impossible to estimate a dollar value to Sitka of certain economic  

 impacts, however, those impacts are undeniable, and are discussed in general terms in this 
report.  Positive economic impacts from the following activities are discussed but no dollar 
estimates were developed: 



• Construction of a new facility.   
• Maintenance and operation of a new facility.   
• Impacts to air carriers not based in Sitka from seaplane aviation activity in Sitka.   
• Spending in Sitka by GA seaplane operators for non-aviation goods and services.   
• Spending in Sitka by air carriers not based in Sitka for non-aviation goods and services.  
• Spending in Sitka by lodges using seaplanes at Sitka for non-aviation goods and services.   
• Possible lower seat fares and freight costs for seaplane transportation throughout the 

region.   
• Sales taxes from seaplane-related activity and spending by visitors using seaplanes in 

Sitka. 
• Impacts from the repurposed use of the A29 site.   
• Possible increases in business investment and earnings in Sitka as seaplane activity grows 

several years after the facility is built.   

Consequently, the dollar value of impacts presented here should be considered conservative, and 
a minimum possible impact. 

A well-known econometric model (IMPLAN) specific to the Sitka economy was used to 
calculate impacts to the Sitka economy of seaplane-related activity by aviation industries and 
industries earning income from visitors using seaplane services at Sitka assuming a new public 
seaplane base is built to replace A29.  Impacts are defined as follows:   

• Direct impacts are economic impacts created from earnings by Sitka businesses related to 
seaplane activity and spending of visitors using seaplane services. 

• Indirect impacts (multiplier effects) result from additional spending in the Borough by 
businesses earning revenue directly from seaplane activity and spending of visitors using 
seaplane services in Sitka. 

• Induced impacts (multiplier effects) result from additional spending in the Borough by 
households earning income from seaplane activity and spending of visitors using 
seaplane services in Sitka. 

While these impacts are created from activity in Sitka, not all of them result in spending in Sitka.  
Many businesses purchase goods and services outside of the community where they are located.  
For this report, in addition to total economic impacts wherever they occur, we report those 
dollars spent and jobs created within the Sitka economy.  These direct and multiplier impacts that 
remain in the Sitka economy are reported as:  

• Wages and Salaries paid (including income to the business owner); 
• Rents, Royalties and Dividends paid (generally payments to the private parties); 
• Fees and Taxes paid (generally payments to federal, state, and local governments); and 
• Jobs created (number of full-time-equivalent jobs).  



All of these impacts, wherever they occur, are summarized below.  Details about the model and 
methodology used for this analysis are included at the end of this report.  



Table 1 shows estimated economic impacts in the first year of use of a new larger public 
seaplane base in Sitka.  These impacts result from both one-time business investments, and 
changes in first year business income (revenues minus costs) for affected air carriers and related 
businesses.  In addition to seaplane aviation-related business impacts, visitor spending impacts to 
the Sitka economy from seaplane activity are also estimated.   

Table 1 shows total economic impacts from this activity in Sitka, as well as impacts to areas 
outside of Sitka, and includes: 

• Total Earnings by Sitka Businesses - $1,606,444 in total direct impacts and multiplier 
affects (indirect and induced impacts) from Sitka-based aviation businesses and visitor 
spending.  Just 39.3% of that money stays in Sitka. 

• Earnings Staying in Sitka - $631,788 in business revenue (direct and multiplier 
impacts) from Sitka seaplane activity is spent in Sitka.  This includes: 

o $397,675 in wages and salaries paid and proprietors’ income; 
o $123,147 in rents, royalties and dividends paid  (mostly to private industry);  
o $110,966 in local fees and taxes paid (mostly to government); and 
o 10.9 full-time-equivalent jobs created in Sitka. 

Table 1 
First Year Economic Impacts within the Sitka Borough 

of a New Public Seaplane Base 
 

 
From Aviation 

Activity 
From Visitor 

Spending 
Total 

Impacts 
Total Earnings by Sitka Businesses $1,371,566  $234,878  $1,606,444  
    Direct Impacts $1,014,396  $168,000  $1,182,396  
    Indirect  Impacts $256,832  $37,700  $294,533  
    Induced Impacts $100,337  $29,178  $129,515  
Earnings Staying in Sitka $489,778  $142,010  $631,788  
    Payroll and Proprietors’ Income $308,038  $89,637  $397,675  
    Rent, Royalties and Dividends $90,802  $32,345  $123,147  
    Local Fees and Taxes $90,938  $20,028  $110,966  
    Jobs Created  (Full-time equivalent) 7.0 3.9 10.9  
Percent Earnings Staying in Sitka 35.7% 60.5% 39.3% 

Source:  Southeast Strategies and IMPLAN, 2016. 
 
The impacts shown above emanate only from expenditures by businesses located within the 
Sitka Borough or visitors to the Borough.  However, other direct economic impacts of about 
$256,780 per year were also understood to occur outside of the Sitka Borough from seaplane 
activity at Sitka.  Since those direct impacts do not occur in Sitka, no multiplier affects (indirect 



and induced impacts) from that spending occur in Sitka either.  No multiplier affects were 
estimated for out-of-borough areas. 

In addition to the initial year impacts, which include one-time business investment such as 
building a hangar or purchasing aircraft equipment, additional business spending will occur in 
future years of the facility’s operation.  Table 2 presents recurring annual economic impacts 
resulting from a new public seaplane base in Sitka.  There is strong potential for even more 
business investment and growth in business earnings as seaplane activity grows in Sitka over 
time, however, estimates of longer term economic impacts were not made for this report.   

Table 2 presents total economic impacts occurring each year from this activity in Sitka, as well 
as impacts to areas outside of Sitka, and includes: 

• Total Earnings by Sitka Businesses - $815,755 in total direct impacts and multiplier 
affects (indirect and induced impacts) from Sitka-based aviation businesses and visitor 
spending.   Just 44.6% of that money stays in Sitka. 

• Earnings Staying in Sitka - $364,159 in business revenue (direct and multiplier 
impacts) from Sitka seaplane activity is spent in Sitka.  This includes: 

o $235,071 in wages and salaries paid and proprietors’ income; 
o $72,025 in rents, royalties and dividends paid  (mostly to private industry);  
o $57,063 in local fees and taxes paid (mostly to government); and 
o 5.8 full-time-equivalent jobs created in Sitka. 

Table 2 
Recurring Annual Economic Impacts within the Sitka Borough 

of a New Public Seaplane Base 
 

 
From Aviation 

Activity 

From 
Visitor 

Spending Total Impacts 
Total Earnings by Sitka Businesses $580,897  $234,878  $815,775  
    Direct Impacts $429,396  $168,000  $597,396  
    Indirect  Impacts $103,942  $37,700  $141,642  
    Induced Impacts $47,559  $29,178  $76,737  
Earnings Staying in Sitka $222,149  $142,010  $364,159  
    Payroll and Proprietor's Income $145,434  $89,637  $235,071  
    Rent, Royalties and Dividends $39,680  $32,345  $72,025  
    Local Fees and Taxes $37,035  $20,028  $57,063  
    Jobs (Full-time equivalent) 3.1 2.7 5.8  
Percent Earnings Staying in Sitka 38.2% 60.5% 44.6% 

Source:  Southeast Strategies and IMPLAN, 2016. 
 



The impacts shown above emanate only from expenditures by businesses located within the 
Sitka Borough, or visitors to the Borough.  However, other direct economic impacts of about 
$256,780 per year were also understood to occur outside of the Sitka Borough from seaplane 
activity at Sitka.  Since those direct impacts do not occur in Sitka, no multiplier affects (indirect 
and induced impacts) from that spending occur in Sitka either.  No multiplier affects were 
estimated for out-of-borough areas. 

  



Introduction 
The public Sitka Seaplane Base (A29) in Sitka Channel closed down temporarily for repairs in 
January of 2016 after operating for nearly 65 years.  In addition to needing substantial repairs, 
the facility has been deemed to have insufficient capacity and the inability to expand due to the 
constraints of the current location.  The space constraints and current location have also given 
rise to congested sealanes and conflicts with boat traffic and birds, and this facility has seen less 
and less use over time.  The facility will be repaired and reopened in the fall of 2016 while plans 
are underway to develop a new facility at a different site.   

Interviews of 38 seaplane owners and operators (both commercial and general aviation) were 
completed in early 2016.  All those interviewed agreed that if A29 were in better condition, had 
more room for aircraft, less traffic conflicts, and better access to fuel and other services, it could 
have substantially more use.  The air traffic forecast developed for seaplane activity in Sitka for 
the Request for Entry into NPIAS – Sitka Seaplane Base report (DOWL Engineers, 2016) 
documented demand for a facility with 20 permanent slips available at opening in 2020, and need 
for expansion to accommodate 25 based aircraft by 2036.   

The preferred new seaplane base site at the north end of Japonski Island will allow sufficient 
space to meet anticipated future demand for seaplane use and sufficient uplands to support that 
use.  The new facility will be located in an area that has a larger sealane and is far away from fish 
processing activities, greatly reducing conflicts with boats and birds.  With the 2016 summer 
flying season under way, and fishing and tourism seasons in progress, the flying community of 
Sitka and those who depend on them are beginning to understand the impacts of the temporary 
closure of A29, and what a new expanded facility might mean to their business and the 
community in general.  This report attempts to estimate the dollar value of the impacts to the 
Sitka economy of a new seaplane facility with increased capacity by capturing the economic 
importance of activity at the current A29, combined with increased economic activity created 
from the existence of a new, expanded facility. 

To estimate the economic impacts that a new facility vs no facility will bring to Sitka, members 
of the commercial Sitka flying community and those agencies and businesses that depend on 
them were interviewed.  Also interviewed were regional air carriers, lodges, government 
agencies, and other impacted businesses not based in Sitka that use seaplane transportation to 
and from Sitka.  The economic impacts identified that could be estimated in terms of dollar 
values include: 

• Increased business investment in Sitka by air carriers and aviation support businesses 
associated with a new seaplane base; 

• Revenue earned from use of A29 by Sitka-based aviation-related businesses, and 
increased revenues earned by those businesses associated with a new public seaplane 
base; and 



• Revenue earned from visitors to Sitka using A29 and increased visitor activity in Sitka 
associated with a new facility, such as increased spending in hotels, restaurants, shops, 
and on tours. 

In some cases, it was impossible to estimate a dollar value to Sitka of certain impacts, however, 
those impacts are undeniable, and are discussed in general terms in this report.  Impacts from the 
following activities are discussed but no dollar value estimates were developed: 

• Construction of a new facility.   
• Maintenance and operation of a new facility.   
• Impacts to Air Carriers not based in Sitka from seaplane aviation activity.   
• Spending in Sitka by GA seaplane operators.   
• Spending in Sitka by air carriers not based in Sitka for non-aviation supplies and services.  
• Spending in Sitka by lodges using seaplanes at Sitka for non-aviation supplies and 

services.   
• Possible lower seat fares and freight costs for seaplane transportation throughout the 

region.   
• Impacts from the repurposed use of the A29 site.   
• Possible increases in business investment and earnings in Sitka in future years.   

The Sitka Economy 
The City and Borough of Sitka (2015 population of 8,929) encompasses nearly all of Baranof 
Island and portions of Chichagof Island, and is accessible only by sea or air transportation.  The 
Second Class City of Port Alexander (2015 population of 62) is located on Baranof Island, but is 
not part of the Borough.  The Sitka Borough has one of the most stable and diverse economies in 
Alaska.  Important economic sectors include tourism, commercial fishing, health care services, 
military (U.S. Coast Guard Air Station Sitka), and government (Alaska State Trooper Academy, 
Sitka Tribe of Alaska, Borough government, U.S. Forest Service).  Sitka serves as a regional hub 
for retail goods and services including health care and connections to jet air and public ferry 
transportation services. The population of Sitka was down slightly (-1.5%) and employment was 
up slightly (0.7%) between 2014 and 2015.  The number of visitors to Sitka has been increasing, 
as has commercial fish harvest in the area.  The following table presents selected economic 
indicators for Sitka in 2010 and 2014. 

  



Table 3 
Sitka Economic Indicators 2010-2014 

 

  2010 2014 
Change 
2010-14 

Population 8,881 9,061 2% 
Total Seafood Employment 421 648 54% 
Total Seafood Employment Earnings $15,943,670 $29,910,590 88% 
Other Maritime Wages $7,074,209 $14,000,979 98% 
Construction Employment 196 286 46% 
Construction Wages $12,620,024 $21,927,256 74% 
Total Visitor Industry Employment 530 670 26% 
Total Visitor Industry Wages $12,422,985 $18,283,024 47% 
Source: Rain Coast Data, 2015. 

    
Use of Seaplanes in Sitka 
Like many towns in Southeast Alaska, Sitka and the small communities around it are accessed 
only by air or sea, and many have no runways or airstrips on land.  Consequently, air access to 
many communities, lodges, hatcheries, and remote camps near Sitka is only by seaplane.  Many 
of these communities have little or no ferry access, making seaplane transportation all the more 
essential.  Table 4 describes many of the seaplane bases near Sitka.   

Table 4 
Seaplane Bases Near Sitka 

 

Facility 

Distance 
to Sitka 
(Miles) 

Essential Air 
Service 

Subsidy? 
Ferry 

Service? 
Runway on 

Land? 

2014 
Estimated 
Air Taxi 

Operations 
Angoon SPB 43 Yes Yes No 1,000 
Baranof Warm Springs SPB 20 No No No 250 
Elfin Cove SPB 88 Yes No No 300 
Excursion Inlet SPB 95 Yes No No 200 
False Island SPB 33 No No No 600 
Kake SPB 53 Yes Yes Yes 500 
Pelican SPB 70 Yes Limited No 300 
Port Alexander SPB 63 Yes No No 250 
Port Walter SPB 54 No No No 100 
Tenakee Springs SPB 50 Yes Yes No 500 
Sitka SPB 0 No Yes Yes 4,000 
Sources:  Sitka Seaplane Base Request for Entry Into NPIAS, May 2016, DOWL Engineers, 

           5010 Airport Master Records, AirportIQ, 2016, and Southeast Strategies.   
 



Sitka is a regional hub for goods and services, and supports commercial fishing and visitor 
industries.  Some of the many uses for seaplanes at Sitka include: 

• Access to goods and services by residents and businesses from outlying communities;  
• Access from outlying communities to direct jet aircraft and ferry transportation services 

to other parts of Alaska, and beyond; 
• Access to the Southeast Alaska Regional Health Consortium Native hospital;  
• Access to rural lodges that provide fishing, hunting and wildlife viewing experiences;   
• Access to Sitka by visitors to the region, including air tours of the Sitka area; 
• Access by businesses and agencies to remote sites, and to monitor fisheries or other 

activities they are tasked with overseeing.   
• Fish spotting for commercial fishers and fish processors; and 
• Recreational flying in the community and the region. 

Table 4 shows the high level of activity at A29 in 2014, relative to other seaplane bases in the 
region.  Due to its poor condition, space constraints, limited amenities and boat/bird conflicts, 
A29 has not been able to meet the demand for seaplane access in Sitka.  As a consequence, 
aircraft have been reequipped with wheels or amphibious floats, and aircraft have been sold or 
moved to other communities (such as Juneau) with better seaplane facilities.  With the temporary 
closure of A29, some seaplanes rent high-cost private slips, or moor to boat docks or buoys, 
often causing safety and convenience of loading concerns. 

Proposed New Seaplane Base 
The new Sitka Seaplane Base on the north side of Japonski Island is proposed to have the 
following configuration upon opening: 

• 14 permanent seaplane slips; 
• Slip or dock space for 5 transient seaplanes; 
• A ramp with the ability to drive a vehicle down it (at least a 4-wheeler, maybe larger); 
• Possibility of a floating hangar; and 
• Shoreside facilities, including;  

o aviation fuel storage: 
o service apron with tiedowns; 
o parking for 12 to 15 vehicles; 
o room for hangars; and 
o haulout ramp. 

Business and Agency Survey 
To develop this economic impact estimate, specific groups of businesses and government 
agencies were surveyed for impacts related to current seaplane use, and changes to activity 
related to the development of a new Sitka seaplane base.  They were asked what new 
investments in Sitka they might make, and what new revenues they might earn if the seaplane 



base is built.  They were also asked what losses they might realize from foregone revenues or 
more costly operations if the facility is not built, and A29 is permanently closed.  The groups 
interviewed are described below. 

Local-based Air Carriers 
There are two Part 135 (small commuter and charter operations) air carriers based in Sitka.  One 
has a private float in the harbor for their one seaplane.  This carrier provides on-demand charter 
services for flightseeing tours, transportation to lodges and other remote sites, and other purposes 
as requested.  In addition, this carrier sells fuel, and rents parking space to transient aircraft at 
this dock.  An aviation mechanic associated with this carrier provides services to outside 
customers at the float.  The owner of this carrier business is considering retirement, and the 
facility is for sale.  At this time it is not clear whether a new owner would continue to provide 
aviation facilities or if this business activity and its associated economic benefits would leave 
Sitka.   The current owner has expressed interest in moving to the new public seaplane base. 

The second Sitka-based carrier is located at the Sitka Rocky Gutierrez Airport and has two 
wheeled aircraft and two aircraft equipped with amphibious floats for the ability to land on water 
or land.  The carrier provides scheduled service to outlying communities, and charters to bring 
patients (often from rural areas) to the Alaska Native hospital in Sitka.  They also charter with 
the several state and federal agencies, and outlying camps, hatcheries, and lodges.  This carrier 
provides maintenance and repair service for their own aircraft, as well as for outside customers.  
With development of a new SPB, this carrier would be able to change their landing gear on two 
aircraft from amphibious floats to straight floats (decreasing costs and increasing payload), and 
move the seaplane portion of the operation from the Sitka Airport to the new public seaplane 
facility, build a new office and hangar on-shore, and expand their operations. 

In addition, one Juneau-based carrier recently started scheduled wheeled-plane service at the 
Sitka Airport.  They currently contract out support for those flights, but may hire Sitka 
employees in the future.  Economic impacts to this carrier of a new Sitka public seaplane base 
would only occur if this carrier had no wheeled planes available for these flights because of 
mechanical issues, and would need to bring in aircraft on straight floats for this service. 

Two other Sitka-based pilots are considering applying for Part 135 certification to provide 
charter fishing, flightseeing, and possibly fish spotting services.  These pilots currently are 
concerned that without development of a new seaplane base, they will have no safe place to park 
their seaplanes in Sitka, and no convenient way to load and unload passengers and cargo.  With 
development of a new public seaplane base, these operators would have a safe place from which 
to develop their new businesses. 

Air Carriers not Based in Sitka 
Several Part 135 air carriers based in other Southeast Alaska communities occasionally provide 
charters with seaplanes to Sitka for a variety of clients for a variety of purposes.  Some trip 
purposes include: 



• Bringing yacht passengers to and from their ships; 
• Bringing cruise ship passengers not scheduled to travel to Sitka in for day trips; 
• Bringing outlying lodge clients to Sitka to access transportation to the lodges; 
• Bringing in clients for specialty purposes, such as crews making films or marine pilots 

accessing their ships; 
• Performing contract fish spotting for commercial fishermen, fish processors, or 

regulatory agencies; and 
• Charters to state and federal agencies within the region wishing to access the Sitka area.  

While revenue earned by these carriers is generally spent in the community they are based, they 
do sometimes purchase fuel, pay slip fees, eat at restaurants, and purchase other goods and 
services at Sitka.  Many of the visitors traveling to Sitka via these carriers have high disposable 
incomes, and tend to spend a substantial amount of money in Sitka.  A later section of this report 
estimates these visitor expenditures, and their impacts to the Sitka economy.   These business 
owners reported that they would likely increase their level of operations at a new public seaplane 
base in Sitka. 

Remote Lodges 
There are several remote lodges in the Sitka area.  The ones closest to Sitka tend to transport 
clients by boat to and from town, but use seaplanes to fly clients to remote locations from the 
lodge.  Other lodges out of convenient boat range from Sitka charter with one or both of the 
Sitka-based Part 135 carriers to transport clients by seaplane to and from the lodge.  Impacts to 
these lodges are estimated under impacts to the carriers that serve them.  One lodge located at 
Port Alexander brings clients in from Sitka via the lodge’s own seaplane.  The owner exclusively 
uses A29 for his business, and without this facility or a replacement, he would not be able to 
keep his lodge open.  Lodges outside of the Sitka Borough (such as those in Port Alexander) do 
not pay taxes in Sitka, however, they often purchase goods and services in Sitka.  The direct 
impacts from lodges outside the Borough are considered in this report, but multiplier effects to 
the Sitka economy would not occur.  With development of this new public facility, lodges using 
seaplane transportation would have safe transfer facilities for their clients, which would 
strengthen their businesses. 

Agencies 
State and Federal regulatory agencies such as the Alaska State Troopers, the Alaska Wildlife 
Troopers, the Alaska Department of Fish and Game, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the 
National Marine Fisheries Service, and the U.S. Forest Service (some with offices in Sitka) all 
occasionally travel to and from Sitka to access rural areas with only seaplane access.  Agency 
representatives have expressed concern about the current lack of a safe seaplane facility at Sitka.  
The Alaska State Troopers have had to tie up to the Sitka Troopers boat dock in Sitka, and cut 
the trip short because A29 is temporarily closed.  The U.S. Forest Service has a boat dock for its 
own use that can accommodate seaplanes when not used by boats, but the dock has no 
convenient access to aviation fuel.  Several of these agency representatives commented that they 



would either be forced to forgoe traveling to Sitka, or would have to pay higher aviation costs to 
charter aircraft with amphibious floats if A29 was permanently closed and no replacement was 
built.  Most of the impacts to these agencies from seaplane activity are estimated under impacts 
to the carriers that serve them, and mainly consist of decreased agency costs to access Sitka and 
its outlying areas.   

Fish Spotters 
Fish spotting is performed by aircraft operators who charter to fisheries businesses and 
regulatory agencies during the commercial herring and salmon seasons.  Wheeled planes can be 
used for herring spotting, but are not preferred for the salmon season.  Salmon spotting requires 
low and slow flying, and there is an important safety benefit to having floats for that kind of 
flying.  In addition, salmon spotters must often stop in outlying areas to talk to ground crew, and 
need float equipped aircraft for that.  The commercial salmon season in the Sitka area lasts for 
about nine weeks, from late June through August.  With development of a new seaplane base in 
Sitka, costs of fish spotting contracts will decrease, and safety of the contractors will increase. 

Aircraft Support Services 
Several Sitka businesses provide fuel and maintenance services for aircraft in the Borough.   
These businesses were asked to estimate investment they would undertake and revenues gained 
from the development of a new seaplane base.  In addition, they were asked about lost revenue 
from not having the base in Sitka.  A local fuel seller would invest in a self-serve fuel facility on 
shore at a new seaplane base and earn additional revenue from increased activity there.  Aircraft 
maintenance businesses anticipate increased revenue from a new seaplane facility.  A new 
seaplane facility would expand aircraft support businesses because their customer base at Sitka 
would expand. 

Visitors 
Visitors were not directly surveyed, but the carriers who bring them to and from Sitka estimated 
the number of visitors using seaplane service at Sitka, and the amount these visitors spend in 
Sitka.   

The visitor industry is an important sector of the Sitka economy, and the following table shows 
revenues from that sector are increasing.  While visitor expenses on seaplane transportation are 
considered under air carrier impacts, these visitors also contribute to the Sitka economy through 
local spending that is estimated in Table 6. The most valuable visitors are the independent ones 
who stay overnight and spend money in hotels, restaurants, gift shops, and on tours and 
recreation activities such as museums and fishing charters.  These are the types of visitors using 
seaplane services at Sitka.  Table 5 presents some bed tax and sales tax revenues earned by the 
City and Borough of Sitka from visitors and visitor industries between 2011 and 2015.  While it 
is difficult to determine all of the sales taxes paid by visitors to Sitka, the table below gives an 
indication of the strong growth in some visitor paid taxes, indicating growth in visitor spending 



over time.  Sitka is a desirable visitor destination, and it is likely that the past growth shown 
below will continue.   

 

 

Table 5 
Selected City and Borough of Sitka Taxes Collect 

 
Tax Rate 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

SALES TAXES - Total 5%-6% $8,516,594 $8,633,514 $8,903,953 $9,584,295 $9,449,766 
     Charters 5%-6% $101,838 $98,706 $121,417 $136,113 $130,008 
     Lodges 5%-6% $303,319 $308,592 $445,379 $494,113 $556,965 
          Percent Lodges/Charters   4.8% 4.7% 6.4% 6.6% 7.3% 
BED TAXES - Total 6% $155,980 $323,708 $347,165 $375,181 $411,339 
     Lodges 6% $101,052 $102,635 $103,501 $110,328 $117,016 
          Percent Lodges    64.8% 31.7% 29.8% 29.4% 28.4% 
FISH BOX TAXES $10/box $115,140 $102,240 $114,000 $135,450 $128,360 
CAR RENTAL TAXES 4% $37,107 $37,109 $40,404 $40,551 $45,615 
              
TOTAL TAX REVENUE   $8,824,821 $9,096,571 $9,405,522 $10,135,477 $10,035,080 
          Percent Visitor Taxes   7.5% 7.1% 8.8% 9.0% 9.7% 
Source: City and Borough of Sitka Finance Department and Southeast Strategies. 

Representatives of the cruise ship industry in Sitka were asked about the possibility of increased 
seaplane tours by cruise ship passengers once a new expanded seaplane facility is built.  It was 
felt that the demand for seaplane tours was met adequately by tours in Ketchikan and Juneau.  
While the carriers surveyed did not specifically mention starting or increasing visitor seaplane 
tours, it is likely that some increase in tours by seaplanes using Sitka will occur. 

In addition, carriers were asked about their passengers, their characteristics, activities and 
expenditures in the Sitka Borough.  From this information we estimated an impact of spending 
by visitors to Sitka using a public seaplane base.  Celebrity and wealthy visitors come to Sitka 
via seaplane by chartering with regional carriers.  Yacht passengers, film crews, marine pilots, 
small cruise ship passengers on daytrips, lodge clients, and others often charter with air carriers 
based in Juneau and other regional communities to fly to Sitka.  Interviews of local and regional 
carriers suggest that at least 230 visitors came to Sitka via seaplane charter in 2015.  These 
carriers reported that such visitors tended to spend large amounts of money in Sitka for high end 
hotels and restaurants, expensive fishing charters, and high cost art and gift items.  Table 6 
estimates expenditures by these visitors.  These estimates could be considered minimum direct 
impacts occurring from this visitor spending, and do not include multiplier effects of this 
spending.  Multiplier effects are estimated later in this report. 

Table 6 



Estimated Expenditures by Visitors Arriving in Sitka via Seaplane 
 

 

Percent  
of Cost 2 Nights 1 Night 0 Nights* Totals 

Number   130 40 60 230 
$ per stay   $1,000  $500  $300    
Hotels 40% $52,000  $8,000    $60,000 
Restaurant 10% $13,000  $2,000  $3,600  $18,600 
Tours and Recreation 25% $32,500  $5,000  $7,200  $44,700 
Gifts and Other Goods 25% $32,500  $5,000  $7,200  $44,700 
            
      TOTALS    $130,000  $20,000  $18,000  $168,000 

       Source: Carrier and other business interviews, Southeast Strategies, 2016. 

*The percent cost used for day visitors with no overnight stay was 20% spent in restaurants, 40% spent on 
tours and recreation, and 40% spent on gifts and other goods. 

With the development of a new public seaplane facility at Sitka, it is likely that visitors using 
seaplane transportation will increase visits to and expenditures in Sitka.  In addition, it is possible 
that businesses could develop seaplane tours of the Sitka area that are based from the new 
facility. 

General Aviation Users 
GA users, both local and transient, were not surveyed for this report.  GA use and the intent to 
increase use at Sitka with a new seaplane base is well documented in the Request for Entry into 
the NPIAS – Sitka Seaplane Base report (DOWL Engineers, 2016).  While these impacts to 
Sitka’s economy are expected to be less than business impacts, they are not easy to estimate.  
Economic impacts from GA spending on aviation fuel and maintenance services in Sitka have 
been estimated for this report by the Sitka businesses providing those services. 

 
Economic Impacts 
Decreases in capacity and safety, and the temporary closure of A29 has necessitated changes in 
aviation activities in Sitka by carriers with aircraft on seaplane floats.  Owners and operators of 
aircraft with straight floats wishing to land at Sitka now (with the temporary closure of A29) 
must rent or borrow space from area carriers or agencies (sometimes at a high cost), or tie up to 
boat docks or buoys in the Sitka Channel.  These options are generally more costly, and less safe 
than having a designated public seaplane float.  In addition, on and offloading of passengers and 
freight can be problematic with these options.  Consequently, carriers have sought other options 
for their operations at Sitka. 

One alternative for these seaplane operators using Sitka is to change their aircraft landing gear 
from straight floats to amphibious gear, which allows an aircraft to land on either water or land.  



Changing landing gear to amphibious floats can increase costs and reduce commercial revenue 
because: 

• Amphibious floats cost more than straight floats to purchase and install.  Interviews 
with aircraft operators and review of seaplane float manufacturers’ information indicates 
that the purchase and installation of amphibious floats can cost from $20,000 to 
$150,0001 more that the cost of straight floats per aircraft, depending on the type of 
aircraft.   

• Additional weight of amphibious floats reduces revenue potential.  Amphibious floats 
weigh more than straight floats (between 200 and 400 lbs more depending on the type of 
aircraft), so the commercial payload that can be safely carried will be reduced by that 
weight.  With the average passenger weighing 170 lbs (new averages used by the Federal 
Aviation Administration), this means aircraft with amphibious floats have 1 to 2 
passengers less capacity, and less baggage and cargo capacity than aircraft with straight 
floats, which translates to less revenue for commercial carriers.   

• Amphibious floats increase the operating costs of aircraft.  The cost of aircraft 
insurance and maintenance is higher for aircraft equipped with amphibious floats than 
those equipped with straight floats.  In addition, with the higher weight of amphibious 
floats, fuel consumption for these aircraft is higher.   

• Additional skills are needed to pilot aircraft with amphibious floats.  It is reported to be 
difficult to find pilots with the ability to fly amphibious aircraft, and could increase the 
operating costs for affected carriers. 

• Flight flexibility can be reduced with additional weight of amphibious floats.  GA 
aircraft are often too small to handle the additional weight of amphibious floats without 
increases in length needed to land and takeoff, eliminating access to favorite lakes and 
other areas for these GA fliers. 

Because of the increased costs of adding and operating with amphibious floats, it is likely that 
seat and cargo fares for commercial carriers making this change will increase.  

Air carriers and other effected parties were asked what impacts to their business would occur 
with the loss of the Sitka Seaplane Base, or alternatively, what would change with development 
of a new public seaplane base.  These two occurrences capture the total economic impacts of a 
new public seaplane base at Sitka.  Some air carriers and other related businesses were planning 
to make additional capital investments of buildings, aircraft and employees at a new facility.  
With reduced capacity at A29, others had already, or were planning to change their aircraft from 
straight floats to amphibious floats.  Still others were making plans for reduced business activity 
and revenues from reduced capacity at A29 that would increase again with a new facility.  All of 

                                                
1 According to the Wipline 8750 Float webpage (http://www.wipaire.com/myaircraft/cessna/208/8750-
floats.php#pricing), purchase and installation of amphibious floats for a Cessna 208 can be as much as 
$148,600 more than the purchase and installation of seaplane floats. 

http://www.wipaire.com/myaircraft/cessna/208/8750-floats.php%23pricing
http://www.wipaire.com/myaircraft/cessna/208/8750-floats.php%23pricing


these impacts are considered in this report.  To consider the impact of developing this new 
facility, increased business investment and foregone expenses were combined, and lost revenues 
from not having the facility were added back into business income.  Other economic impacts 
considered include lost revenue from fuel sales and maintenance services for local and transient 
seaplanes in Sitka, and lost revenue to Sitka from visitors using seaplanes.   

A well-known econometric model (IMPLAN) specific to the Sitka economy was used to 
calculate impacts to the Sitka economy of seaplane-related earnings by aviation industries and 
industries earning income from visitors using seaplane services at Sitka in 2016 as follows:   

• Direct impacts are economic impacts created from earnings by Sitka businesses related to 
aviation and the visitor industry. 

• Indirect impacts (multiplier effects) result from additional spending in the Borough by 
businesses earning revenue directly from aviation related and visitor businesses in Sitka. 

• Induced impacts (multiplier effects) result from additional spending in the Borough by 
households earning income from aviation related and visitor businesses in Sitka. 

These direct and multiplier impacts that remain in the Sitka economy are reported as:  

• Employment (number of full-time equivalent jobs);  
• Wages and Salaries paid (including income to the business owner); 
• Rents, Royalties and Dividends paid (generally payments to the private parties); and 
• Fees and Taxes paid (generally payments to federal, state, and local governments).   

All of these impacts, summarized in the following tables, represent money and jobs that stay 
within the Sitka economy.  Details about the model and methodology used for this analysis are 
included at the end of this report.   

Table 7 shows first year economic impacts resulting from a new public seaplane base in Sitka, 
which includes positive impacts of both the current A29 and the increased seaplane activity from 
developing a new public seaplane base with more capacity.  These impacts result from both one-
time business investments, and changes in first year business income (revenues minus costs) for 
affected air carriers and related businesses.  In addition to seaplane aviation-related business 
impacts, visitor spending impacts to the Sitka economy from seaplane activity are also estimated. 

  



Table 7 
First Year Economic Impacts within the Sitka Borough 

of a New Public Seaplane Base 
 

 
From Aviation 

Activity 
From Visitor 

Spending 
Total 

Impacts 
Total Earnings by Sitka Businesses $1,371,566  $234,878  $1,606,444  
    Direct Impacts $1,014,396  $168,000  $1,182,396  
    Indirect  Impacts $256,832  $37,700  $294,533  
    Induced Impacts $100,337  $29,178  $129,515  
Earnings Staying in Sitka $489,778  $142,010  $631,788  
    Payroll and Proprietor's Income $308,038  $89,637  $397,675  
    Rent, Royalties and Dividends $90,802  $32,345  $123,147  
    Local Fees and Taxes $90,938  $20,028  $110,966  
    Jobs (Full-time equivalent) 7.0 3.9 10.9  
Percent Earnings Staying in Sitka 35.7% 60.5% 39.3% 

Source:  Southeast Strategies and IMPLAN, 2016. 
 
These impacts only consider expenditures within the Sitka Borough by business located there, or 
visitors to the Borough.  However, other direct economic impacts of about $256,780 per year 
was also understood to occur outside of the Sitka Borough, through indirect and induced impacts 
were not estimated for out-of-borough areas. 

Table 8 presents subsequent year recurring economic impacts resulting from a new public 
seaplane base in Sitka, which includes positive impacts of both the current A29 and the increased 
seaplane activity from developing a new public seaplane base with more capacity.  Table 2 
presents the subsequent year recurring economic impacts of developing a public seaplane base at 
Sitka.  There is strong potential for additional business investment and growth in business 
earnings from seaplane activity in Sitka, however, estimates of those changes were not made for 
this report. 

  



Table 8 
Recurring Annual Economic Impacts within the Sitka Borough 

of a New Public Seaplane Base 
 

 
From Aviation 

Activity 

From 
Visitor 

Spending Total Impacts 
Total Earnings by Sitka Businesses $580,897  $234,878  $815,775  
    Direct Impacts $429,396  $168,000  $597,396  
    Indirect  Impacts $103,942  $37,700  $141,642  
    Induced Impacts $47,559  $29,178  $76,737  
Earning Staying in Sitka $222,149  $142,010  $364,159  
    Payroll and Proprietor's Income $145,434  $89,637  $235,071  
    Rent, Royalties and Dividends $39,680  $32,345  $72,025  
    Local Fees and Taxes $37,035  $20,028  $57,063  
    Jobs (Full-time equivalent) 3.1 2.7 5.8  
Percent Earnings Staying in Sitka 38.2% 60.5% 44.6% 

Source:  Southeast Strategies and IMPLAN, 2016. 
 
These impacts only consider expenditures within the Sitka Borough by business located there, or 
visitors to the Borough.  However, other direct economic impacts of about $256,780 per year 
was also understood to occur outside of the Sitka Borough, through indirect and induced impacts 
were not estimated for out-of-borough areas. 

Table 2 presents subsequent year recurring economic impacts resulting from a new public 
seaplane base in Sitka, which includes positive impacts of both the current A29 and the increased 
seaplane activity from developing a new public seaplane base with more capacity.  Table 2 
presents the subsequent year recurring economic impacts of developing a public seaplane base at 
Sitka.  There is strong potential for additional business investment and growth in business 
earnings from seaplane activity in Sitka, however, estimates of those changes were not made for 
this report. 

Unquantified Socioeconomic Impacts from a New Sitka Seaplane Base: 
The following impacts will likely accrue to the Sitka economy from seaplane activity and 
development of a new public seaplane base, but they are difficult to quantify due to unknown 
factors.  They are presented here in qualitative terms. 

• Construction of a new facility.  It is most likely that the contractor hired will be located 
outside of Sitka, and the docks and other facility infrastructure will be purchased outside 
of Sitka.  The project is estimated to cost between $12 and $13 million.  A few Sitka 
residents may be hired, and living accommodations and meals will be purchased by 
managers and workers brought in to town.  In addition, transportation and other services 
will be used in Sitka for this project.  While it is difficult to quantify the economic impact 



to Sitka, it is not expected to be substantial.  There will be more substantial economic 
impact to the economies where the contractors are based, and where the docks and other 
infrastructure are built and purchased.  This one-time impact will only occur during the 
year the facility is built.   

• Maintenance and operation of a new facility.  This new facility will be owned by CBS 
and managed by the CBS harbor department.  It is anticipated that this work as it will be 
handled by the existing harbor department staff.  Some revenue from slip rental will 
accrue to CBS, but it will roughly be equal to the costs of seaplane base ownership, 
maintenance and operation.  With development of uplands lease lots belonging to CBS, 
lease or rental fees could represent additional revenue. 

• Impacts to air carriers and lodges not based in Sitka from seaplane activity.  Air taxis, 
commuter airlines, and contract fish spotters based outside of Sitka will receive benefits 
from a new Sitka public seaplane base.  Dollar values of direct impacts were estimated 
and presented after the impact tables, but no multiplier impacts were estimated.  Nearly 
$97,000 of direct benefits to air carriers based outside of Sitka will accrue.  Another 
$160,000 in direct benefits will go to lodges outside of the Sitka Borough. Multiplier 
economic benefits will occur in the communities where these carriers and lodges are 
located. 

• Spending in Sitka by GA aircraft operators.  Spending on aviation fuel and maintenance 
services by GA pilots is estimated as part of Aviation Activity impacts.  However, these 
pilots may spend money in Sitka for other goods and services that has not been estimated. 

• Spending in Sitka by air carriers not based in Sitka for non-aviation supplies and 
services. Air carriers not based in Sitka using the new seaplane base may purchase goods 
and services (not including aviation fuel and maintenance and repair services) in Sitka, 
such as restaurant meals. 

• Spending in Sitka by lodge owners for non-aviation supplies and services.  Some of this 
spending may be related to impacts from this seaplane base.  It is difficult to determine 
the amount of this impact on Sitka.   

• Sales taxes from seaplane-related activity and spending by visitors using seaplanes in 
Sitka.  Most spending in Sitka is subject to sales taxes paid to the Borough Government, 
and are used for general government expenses in the community. 

• Impacts from the repurposed use of the A29 location.  When a new facility is 
developed, the current location can be used for other purposes, such as a boat dock.  This 
use will likely provide economic impacts to Sitka from rental fees, purchases of goods 
and services such as fuel, maintenance and repair services, and spending on non-aviation 
related goods and services in Sitka. 

• Lower seat air fares and air freight costs throughout the region.  These fares may be 
lower because the air carriers will have lower costs, and will pass those on to customers.  
These benefits will impact Sitka as well as other communities in the region and beyond.  



Rural areas around Sitka that rely on seaplane transportation may benefit largely from 
this change. 

• Possible increases in business investment and earnings in Sitka in future years.  
Potential growth in activity and earnings by businesses impacted by seaplane activity in 
Sitka was not estimated, but is likely to occur.  Increased air tours by seaplanes may 
occur in the future.  Additional business investment by these industries may occur also. 

Community Support 
The Sitka Economic Development Association (SEDA) holds an annual Sitka Economic 
Innovation Forum where development  projects are considered.  This year, the attendees included 
members of the public at large, representatives from the non-profit sector, payroll workers from 
both the private and government sectors, self-employed and business owners, City and Borough 
of Sitka staff, retired residents, and members of the Sitka Tribe of Alaska.  At this forum was 
held on May 17, 2016. 

A summary of development ideas was presented to the attendees, and they were invited to vote 
for their top priority project(s) to move forward.  The Seaplane base project, describes as 
follows, received the third highest score from participants. 

 
Rebuild Seaplane Base: support and move the expansion of the seaplane base. This 
could bring in new seaplane operations such as providing access to outlying communities 
that are dependent on this. Also, regain the transient business and permanent based users 
back to the facility. 

 
In addition, the new Sitka Seaplane Base received unanimous support from all businesses and 
agencies surveyed for this study.  A recap of interview comments from additional interviews by 
DOWL is included as Appendix A to this report.  

Methodology 
In order to determine the 2016 impact of a new public seaplane facility at Sitka on the economy 
of Sitka, Southeast Strategies followed the methodology outlined here.  Because the new 
seaplane facility does not yet exist, and the old facility has only been closed a short time and is 
due to reopen soon, impacts of not having a seaplane base in Sitka are not easy to quantify.  
Much of the information used for the impact estimates in this report came from those directly 
impacted, and involved their judgement and informed guesses.  Some businesses considered 
negative impacts to not having a facility, and some addressed positive impacts of the new SPB.  
In this case, lost income from facility closure and the new income and investment from the 
development of a new facility with increased safety and capacity combine to estimate impacts of 
an improved public seaplane facility vs. no facility, or the economic impacts of seaplane activity 
in total with a new facility. 



It is human nature to overestimate harm, and much of the information for these estimates came 
from business and entities who are being or will be harmed by this closure.  While these 
estimates may be overstated, it is almost certain that some impacts in the community and the 
region have not been brought to light by this investigation, or have not been fully considered.  In 
addition, other impacts are indicated, but cannot be adequately estimated in this report.  
Consequently, the impact estimates developed in this report can be considered conservative, and 
a minimum possible impact.   

Some businesses and agencies dependent on seaplane transportation to and from Sitka tend to 
contract that service with local or regional carriers.  In order to not double count impacts, it was 
assumed that the impacts estimated by the carriers themselves covered impacts to those who 
contracted with them.  That situation would include health care facilities in Sitka that contract 
local carriers to transport patients into Sitka from communities with only seaplane access, as well 
as government agencies, lodges, and rural camps and hatcheries using air transportation from 
Sitka. 

Some impacts from seaplane activity with a new public seaplane base at Sitka are unknown, or 
are known but not easily quantified, including possible growth over time of previously quantified 
and unquantified impacts.  Consequently, the dollar values of impacts presented here are 
conservative, and should be considered a minimum impact. 

Econometric Model 
Sitka and regional businesses determined to be directly impacted by seaplane service in Sitka 
were interviewed about the impact to their businesses of developing a new public seaplane 
facility at Sitka.  These businesses included local and regional air carriers, remote fishing and 
hunting lodges, government agencies using seaplane services, seaplane support services, and 
contract fish spotters.   
 
Impacts to business revenue, and additional business investment information were then fed 
through a well-known economic input/output model (IMPLAN) calibrated to fit the Sitka’s 
economy to determine secondary impacts of initial spending in the Sitka area.  The most current 
full year of information available for all variables considered for these estimates was used to 
capture as close to current (2016) estimates as possible.  The IMPLAN (IMpact Analysis for 
PLANning) model is a community and regional level input/output model initially developed by 
the U.S. Forest Service in cooperation with the Federal Emergency Management Agency, and 
the U.S. Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management to assist the Forest Service in 
land and resource management planning.   
 
The model uses census area level data about employment, income, and other indicators to 
determine how direct economic impacts will produce multiplier effects (indirect and induced 
economic impacts) within the Sitka Borough.  The most current full year of information 
available for all variables considered for these estimates was used to capture as close to a current 



(2016) estimate as possible.  For purposes of this study, indirect and induced economic impacts 
were only calculated for those direct impacts occurring within the Sitka Borough.  Impacts 
outside of the Borough will have multiplier affects also, but those affects will not accrue to the 
Sitka economy.  These out-of-borough direct impacts were reported in this study.   
 
The IMPLAN model is detailed enough to address industries individually within a local area.  
Survey responses were compiled by type of industry and that information was run separately 
through a model specific to that industry within the Sitka Borough.  Results for each industry 
type were then compiled to get the aggregate impacts presented here. 
 
In addition to annual impacts created from businesses related to seaplane service in Sitka, an 
estimate of annual spending in the Sitka by visitors to using seaplane service was developed 
from estimated visitor activity given by commercial air carriers in Sitka and the region.   The 
information was also fed through the IMPLAN model to obtain secondary impacts of this 
spending.   
 
The IMPLAN model calculated direct, indirect, and induced impacts on the Sitka economy of 
seaplane-related spending of industries surveyed and visitors using seaplane service at Sitka in 
2016 in terms of: 
 
 Employment; 
 Wages and Salaries; 
 Business Revenue; 
 Rents, Royalties and Dividends paid; and 
 Fees and Taxes paid. 

 
Types of impacts are defined below: 
 Direct impacts are primary impacts in the Sitka Borough that are a direct result of a new 

public seaplane facility being developed at Sitka that would not exist in the absence of such a 
facility.  These impacts are to air carrier and related support businesses, and others that 
depend heavily on these carriers, such as remote lodges and agencies.  Direct impacts also 
include primary impacts created from increased visitor activity at Sitka because of this 
facility, including impacts to non-aviation related businesses such as hotels, restaurants, gift 
shops, and tour and recreations businesses.  These impacts count money spent in the Sitka 
economy by residents from outside the economy, or money spent by local residents in the 
Sitka Borough which would be spent outside the Sitka Borough if this facility did not exist.  

 Indirect impacts are secondary impacts created by additional spending in the Sitka Borough 
by businesses earning revenue directly from facility construction, aviation activity, or 
activity of visitors using aviation services at Sitka.  These impacts are created from 



respending within the local economy (multiplier effect) of money created from direct 
impacts.  

 Induced impacts are secondary impacts created by additional spending in the Sitka Borough 
by households who earn income (usually as wages and salaries) directly from facility 
construction, aviation activity, or activity of visitors using aviation services at Sitka.  These 
impacts are created from respending within the local economy (multiplier effect) of money 
created from direct impacts.  
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Sitka Seaplane Base Interviews - Verbal Pilot Comments  
This section includes comments paraphrased from interviews of past and present Sitka Seaplane 
Base (A29) users.  These interviews were separate from business and agency interviews used for 
the economic impact analysis, and did not include questions about economic impacts of a new 
public seaplane base.  While these comments cannot help estimate the dollar value of impacts to 
Sitka, they do indicate intended increased use, which would create impacts, even if they are 
difficult to quantify. 

• There is no other public seaplane base in Sitka.   Without a public seaplane base, we will not 
have floatplane operations in Sitka, except by expensive amphibious aircraft.  Not everyone 
can afford amphibious aircraft.   If we don’t build a public seaplane base, floatplanes will go 
away altogether.   Floatplanes are a part of our economy.  If the boat harbor fell apart, would 
we send the boats away? 

• Having a Sitka SPB is crucial to the health of this part of SE AK.   Seaplanes are a traditional 
mode of transportation across the region.   The use of the current SPB does not show a 
realistic view of demand, given its current condition and lack of fuel.   A new seaplane base 
could be used year-round. 

• If you build a new, nice, large facility, many more planes will show up.  A similar situation 
occurred in Kodiak.  There were 4-6 planes based at the old facility, after the new facility 
was built at Trident Basin, we have seen 12-14 planes based there. 

• Please consider the existing site with reconfiguration as already submitted.  It consisted of 
two wings oriented perpendicular to the channel with room for 3 planes apiece.  A small 
dock on the first wing.    We have a private dock that serves a lot of transient aircraft.  This 
may not be available in the future.  This is where much of the traffic has gone since the 
existing facility has fallen into disrepair. Adding a hangar and using it with the University 
and SEARHC as a vocational program for training mechanics would be ideal. 



• The existing facility drove the airplanes away.  It is a shame.  There is a demand.  People 
moved to amphib floats or got rid of their airplanes due to the condition of the existing float.  
The new SPB would open up competition.  It would allow small Part 135 operators doing 
flight seeing and other services.  This would open up the country to more people. 

• We normally take our wheel Caravans to Sitka so the facility would not be of much use to us, 
but I still think the project is well worth it, and is needed in Sitka. 

• There have been up to eight regular users of the existing facility.  The state of the existing 
facility discouraged pilots.  There was such a poor situation there; no parking, no access to 
fuel, inside four ramps unusable at low tides, inadequate maintenance for at least the last 10 
years.  Pilots have had damage to their planes by boats and due to the close proximity of 
other ramps.  There are rock piles. 

• Also consider similar situation like in Kodiak where seaplane activity grew after and SPB 
was built. 

• Sitka and most other SE communities should have a public seaplane facility for local and 
transient use. 

• There is a lot of demand for a floatplane facility.  I can’t believe we have gotten by so long 
with so little.  A lot more floatplanes would be here if we had places to park more 
floatplanes.  The City charges property taxes for our planes, and we don’t get anything for it.  
They need to spend some tax money for floatplane parking. 

• The current facility is between 2 seafood processors with a lot of boat traffic coming and 
going.   That plus the hundreds of seagulls makes the current site unsafe. 

• A new seaplane base is needed to get to remote areas in Sitka.  The City of Sitka is missing 
out on a significant amount of tourism economic benefits and taxation, by not having a good 
seaplane base.   Most communities try to take advantage of economic opportunities like this.    
There used to be 10 – 14 operators at the Sitka Seaplane Base.  Floatplane owners have 
moved away from Sitka, have moved their floatplanes to other locations, or have had to 
switch to expensive amphib gear because of lack of floatplane facilities in Sitka.   I am 
frustrated with how long it has taken to make progress on a new Sitka Seaplane Base. 

• Floatplanes really benefit the Sitka Region.   Floatplanes are required to access to Sitka’s 
pristine wilderness.  Floatplanes are a low impact form of transportation to the region.   A 
small facility has fewer benefits to residents and visitors than a larger facility.   The small 
size of the current facility has limited the amount of floatplane activity in the region. 

• I think it is a good idea.  I wish you luck. 
• The Department of Fish and Game has rented a space at the existing facility for decades.  The 

Department has had a contracted plane at the existing facility since the facility was built.  
The Department requires a specialized plane to monitor pink and chum salmon runs in the 
Sitka area which is essential to provide commercial pink and chum salmon fishing 
opportunities to the area.  These fisheries could not be authorized without this flying. 

• A new seaplane base is needed because the existing seaplane base is outdated and there is 
aviation activity in the region to justify it.   Sitka also needs to serve others outside the region 
who are flying transient to Sitka. 



• Because of lack of space at the Sitka SPB I bought amphib aircraft and operate from Sitka 
Airport.   I am currently happy with this amphib arrangement.  However, I believe a new 
SPB is needed and would be used.  There are people in Sitka who have not bought 
floatplanes because there is no place to park them.  Ken Bellows facility is for sale.  If it is no 
longer available for others to use, there will be no floatplane parking in Sitka. 

• Southeast is a floatplane area.   We need a reasonable place to moor floatplanes when we go 
to Sitka.   Out of towners need a place to go.  It helps the Sitka economy. 

• From an economic standpoint, a new seaplane base would attract local and transient users 
and seasonal operators that would generate jobs and tax revenues for Sitka.  With a 
maintenance facility it could generate even greater economic benefits.  
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	  Request for Entry into the NPIAS
	  On May 23, 2016 the City and Borough of Sitka, Alaska requested that Alaskan Region Airports Division reclassify the Sitka Seaplane Base (A29) in the NPIAS in consideration of the seaplane base’s proposed relocation and expansion.
	    Background:
	    A29 was originally constructed in 1952 by the Territory of Alaska with funding from the Civil Aeronautics Administration, FAA’s predecessor agency.  The facility was later improved several times by the State of Alaska and City of Sitka (later the City...
	    After operating in its current location for nearly 65 years, A29 has reached the end of its useful life.  In 2002 the City and Borough of Sitka completed The Sitka Seaplane Base Master Plan and in 2003 an ALP was approved. The 2002 Master Plan determi...
	    The 2002 Master Plan evaluated demand for a new seaplane base (SPB) and forecasted the need to provide 13 slips within 5 years and 15 slips within 20 years at a site that could accommodate up to 20 slips, should economic conditions change.  It noted t...
	    A small private seaplane float is also available in Sitka, but it has space only for based aircraft operated by the seaplane float owner for his business plus up to 3 transient aircraft.  The owner has expressed uncertainty whether it would continue t...

	  Airport/Sponsor/Infrastructure Data:
	   The new Sitka SPB will be a publicly owned, public use facility.


